Mrs. McGuire,

Out of all of the English classes in H.S., yours was the most enjoyable of them all. See you around.

-Lick

Mrs. McGuire,

Thanks for all the good advice on my writing; it came in extremely handy during my senior year, truly!!!

-Lots of memories from Junior English!!

Thanks,

Chris 'Clapet'

Mrs. McGuire,

I am very glad I had you as a study teacher. You made me feel better when you yelled at class for only when you yelled at the troublemaker. Thank you for everything. Hope to see you again.

John Hall

Mrs. McGuire

Thank you for two great years of English.

-Good luck with your future classes.

Love always,

Jen Gaunt
Mrs. McGuire,

Well, I'm finally out of your class and you'll really miss me! Thanks for everything and try to conduct class without my presence.

Your Journalistic Girl

Mrs. McGuire, and only 13 yrs old, but I'll be sure to remember that your class was a gas.

Mr. McGuire

Mrs. McGuire,

English was unique and fun

Mr. The Guine

English was unique and fun

Mr. The Guine

Mr. The Guine,

English was unique and fun

Mr. The Guine

Mrs. McGuire,

English was a very different class this year

Suzanne Squizzers
Mrs. McGuire,

It was a real pleasure having you as my Junior English teacher.

It was really nice getting to know you in college. Thank you!

Sue Quinn

Mrs. McGuire

It was real having you for 2 years in the same class! I've learned a lot but poetic devices well never agree with me. I liked writing for the paper too and contributing anything I could. I hope in the future you continually will have classes like ours.

Sue Quinn

Mrs. McGuire! Thank you for all you've done. You're a sweetheart and a lady! I'll never forget you of a dad.
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BRIDGEWATER-RAYNHAM REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
Bridgewater, Mass.
UNITAS
1988
Remember When . . .

We took those tentative steps towards adulthood Junior High:

Thinking we were cool hanging out . . .
Starting to care about how we looked and who was looking.
No more recess, just endless classes and trying to remember those "new" confusing schedules.

There were memorable dances, parties, field trips, field days, and graduation.
We were learning about ourselves and how to care about others.
We were looking forward to highschool: driving, proms, dates, and new friendships.
Back then it was Giants vs. Badgers . . .

Now it's the "Trojan Spirit"
...With Friends

Friends are the most necessary and interesting part of one's life. They seem to make awkward situations feel more comfortable and add the familiar to uneasy experiences. Friends can help to solve problems, as well as help to accept novelties better than anyone else in the world. Without friends, an individual's life would feel void of compassion and over-come with despair. Friends tend to cheer us up and aid us in our times of confusion. They're the reason why our high-school experience has been bearable and possibly even enjoyable. In all, friends contribute to our most beloved memories. Therefore, to our friends we wish, "ALL THE BEST".
Athletic activities are a substantial part of the high-school curriculum. They offer students the chance to excel in something other than academics, as well as providing spectators with good entertainment. At Bridgewater-Raynham we've seen many good teams participate in hard competition and do extremely well. In four years we've watched the development of new leaders, the transitions of annual starting teams, and the improvements of individuals in sports.

At B-R, sports are an intrinsic and equally important aspect of high school life. Whether it was participating on a team, attending a weekly football game, or supporting a BRHS club, we have all come in contact with our school's athletic activities.
During the Best of Times

As we look back on our four-years at high school, we tend to remember the times which affected us the most. Some of these times may have been the low points of our enrollment at the Regional. However, most of us choose to forget these and remember only the good. Good times were filled with enjoyment and personal satisfaction. Whether it was the prom, good grades, an athletic event or achievement, or just a plain old enjoyable time with friends, these remembrances will remain with us forever.
The classroom is the academically functional portion of school. It's an environment where we had the opportunity to obtain knowledge and establish individual values through its application. This is a rather callous and insensitive definition for a place full of so many close friends and acquaintances. In reality, the classroom provided a better understanding of people through their personalities, knowledge, and talents. Not only was it a center for subjects of edification, but a study of basic human nature. Attention spans could be measured by contrasting pages of detailed notes to a dancing reflection generated by a disinterested watch-band. Humor as well as seriousness was advocated in the classroom because the environment required the element of personal expression. Worry, excitement, grief, boredom, panic, and satisfaction were all present with us throughout our high school years. Maybe all these things will not be sadly missed, but what made them bearable — the people who endured them with us, will.
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In Faculty
November 10, 1987

TO THE CLASS OF 1988:

I hope that each of you graduates with a sense of accomplishment and that you are prepared to meet whatever challenges the future may bring.

Your class has attained a notable level of achievement in academics and activities.

I extend to all of you my best wishes for success and happiness.

Sincerely yours,

George S. Capernaros
Superintendent-Headmaster

GSC:ra
Dr. George Capernaros
Superintendent

Mr. Edward J. O'Donoghue
Assistant Headmaster

Mr. George R. Powers
Administrator of Pupil Services

Mr. John B. Parker
Assistant Headmaster

School Committee
FACULTY

Alexander, Ms. Ruth Almeida, Mr. Frank Ames, Ms. Virginia Anderson, Ms. Carol

Anderson, Ms. Diane Benigni, Ms. Mary Berry, Ms. Lee Blaikie, Mr. Frank

Blakeley, Ms. Sylvia Borelho, Ms. Anne Borelho, Mr. Maurice Bradley, Mr. John
Brogna, Ms. Catherine Brogna, Mr. Robert Brouillette, Ms. Linda Brown, Ms. Joanne
Burke, Ms. Marie Burton, Ms. Carol Calef, Ms. Elizabeth Capen, Mr. Philip

Casabian, Mr. Edward Casabian, Ms. Joan Castro, Ms. Lorraine Chadwick, Ms. Yvonne
FACULTY

Chevrefils, Mr. Roland
Childs, Ms. Patricia
Chuckran, Mr. David
Clasby, Mr. Frank

Cleary, Mr. George
Cloutier, Ms. Charlotte
Coughlin, Mr. Alan
Coyle, Dr. William

Crane, Mr. William
Creighton, Mr. David
Cribben, Ms. Kathleen
Cunniff, Mr. Gerald
FACULTY

Ferioli, Ms. Evelyn
Fisher, Mr. Lawrence
Fisher, Ms. Suzelle
Flanhedddy, Mr. Thomas

Frank, Mr. Neil
Gregoire, Ms. Joan
Harrington, Mr. James
Heaslip, Mr. Stephen

Heckman, Mr. Chester
Holmes, Mr. Stan
Jackson, Mr. James
Karon, Ms. Thelma
FACULTY

Moscardelli, Mr. Paul
Mouradian, Ms. Lucille P.
Munson, Mr. Gene
Nawlicki, Mr. Michael

Nunes, Ms. Rita
Nyhan, Mr. Thomas
Oliver, Ms. Wendy
Orentas, Ms. Carol

Orr, Ms. Anne
O'Toole, Ms. Kathleen
Pacheco, Mr. George
Paparazo, Ms. Maureen
Paré, Mr. Kevin
Parker, Ms. Helenjean
Peddie, Ms. Barbara
Pelczarski, Mr. William

Peterson, Mr. Paul
Phaneuf, Mr. John
Pierce, Ms. Marilyn
Pimental, Mr. George

Porter, Mr. Edward
Prohovich, Ms. Dolores
Reid, Ms. Sally
Reilly, Mr. John
FACULTY

Riendeau, Ms. Ruth Robbins, Ms. Deborah Robinson, Dr. Sandra Roza, Mr. Anthony

Sarantopoulos, Mr. Steve Sargent, Ms. Mary Scarano, Mr. Richard Scheffler, Ms. Diane

Schneider, Mr. Richard Senna, Ms. Barbara Shalginewicz, Ms. Beverly Silva, Ms. Mary Ann
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In Seniors
Dimitrios Athanasiou
Jimbo
172 Elizabeth Dr. (R)
Aerosmith — New Year's Eve '87
... Red lights mean nothing... Summer of '87 in Greece... Best times w/Louie and Lee... Thanks, Mom and Dad... Later B — R

Jennifer Bagas
Jen
23 Church St. (B)
Track 1, 2... Ski Club 2, 3... The Cape... Partying... Good times w/VB, SM, LC, SM, LD, AB, JD...
My honey, Dave, I love you...
"Isn't he cute?"... Skiing... Deep Purple... Riding... NED... breakfast... JD... Zeppelin...
The pits... You know what weekends are made for... Thanks Mom and Dad. You're the best!

Jennifer Bagge
28 Jennings Dr. (R)
B of T's w/ Lyiew... 1/1/88...
BTW — BB BB JC SV AK MT SB
JM SM Q RC DC JF AD BB + Co
Pr. Beach w/ Egg, Bevnoke, + Aunt Bunny... Jr. Prom w/ How
... Nk = R U suffocating?... Hi... Flood!... Mbox Bshll — how's your nose?... Beh — my dog's kinda dead... LASER BEAMS...
Mark — YWABSTM — ILY!... L.V. W/L.P. + SS + the FMB...
Roger Waters — summer of '87...
U2 — AL... NH w/JC — psalt... wh... Din — HOO FRAY??... Thanx M + D... ILY... Jeff (MY).

Deborah — Ann Bairos
Debbie
90 South Street West (R)
Summer '87... The Who... Tommy... Indians... Greg Steele... The Nip... Good Luck R.A., S.P.
LV, K.M., M.L., K.H., J.C., S.M., A.I.,... Thanks to my teachers for caring... Love Ya Craig and Laura... Love Ya Chip & P.B., Special thanks to Sylvia Branson... I made it!

Brandon Baker
BAKE
32 Hale + Crescent (B)
football, SKIING, SKIING 143
TRACY B. NightHawks800, 70 CA-
MARO. 350.GF = "gs, ss, kb, kb, ma, bb, jr, ml, ESTIES LugNuts,
Accident 85. Japan mans. + w.
Mc'd, jl, rodman Guides, goobs,
Mugs, Boston Wipeout, prom 87.
BKST celica, vette, ta, rat, toy
THNKS Mom + Dad YOU TRIED!!

Jennifer Baldi
20 Anthony Rd. (R)
May 10, 1986... ILY Curtis... Thanks for being there, Sue — B/F/F
... friends, MP, HC, DD, SD, JA,
BF, TB, SF, SM, KP, BY, JC, KM,
KL = GOOD LUCK!!! Thanks to Mr. Card and Mtr. V. Mom, Dad, Diane and Paul... Look out world, here I come!

Ann Marie Barents
Ann
25 Robin Rd. (B)
Tennis 2, 4... GT's w/J.B. V.B.
Maine w/M.G. INFY — C.B.
Summer '87 w/J.S., J.L., C.K., C.C.,
J.J.,... Boston... The Field...
Special Times w/Jimmy... GT's w/
GF's — L.C., D.H., K.S., S.C. ...
"Sprinkles"... "Want to race?"...
"Brad!"... Thanks Mom + Dad, ILY.

Richard Barisano
Ricky
822 High Street (B)
Summer of 85 with Rob and the crew... Good times with DP 12/32
(Dorfstang) BLACK SABBATH
"Heaven and Hell"... Good times and bad times you know we had our share... Keep the faith 88... Thanks for everything Mom... I love u Babe, Later

Class of '88
Brian Bionata
27 Brewer Dr. Bi
Soccer 1...Sk Club 2...Work 1, 2 & 4 PG & A Lanes 83 Camaro
"Belinetta"...Outstanding times with my good friends...VAN-ched. T's Garage & J&B the Mall...Hanging out at the "Lanes";
BK's...YES THE WHO...RUSH 21...A special thanks to the fans, support & surprising patience of my family.

Bethiah R. Bauer
BB
16 Auburn St. Bi
Ski Club 1...2...Soccer 1...STW/Steve Poitiers...SF = JB, NB, JB, JC, DC, KM, SF, JJ, KS, LT...GTs/ED, RL...OH FRANK
Stowe w/JB...Maine w/SF...Jen do you have a dog? MYK "Hungry Eyes"...Cows = RD, LT room 113
tk: Stage — NB, TM, BM, RC...Halloween 87 = JB, NB, JJ, KS...New Years Eve 87 V/Tw/JC..."Yellow formula" Thanks Ma, Ray, Brian...
Valerie E. Best
Val
19 Shaw Road (B)
Track 1, Ski Club 2, The Baby
RR Tracks . . . The Pits . . . Fun Rumps . . . Weekends at Jen's House
Summer of 87 — D.F. JB + DB / LD + DG 4 — Event Good times
with JB, LD, LC, SM, SM, TB, HW, JD, JM, DG, DB, JC — Fourth Period
off!! Thanks Mom and Carrie!!

Simona Bianco
Americana
20 Stephanie Lane
Tennis 1, Summer ’87 Jr. Prom La
Pietinha/Roma yarbl/New Years
Eve/B/T w/AG/LS/5/IMMISAC-
MEU/EC/Best Friends: PC, C2, FA,
DO, DO, MM, LM, VP, MC, TM,
SP, TW, TM, JC, MC, DA, SD/88
ITB/2 o'clock: TM, SFA 20m, ITL/
B — F to airport! THANKS: Auntie
Tina, Uncle Marcello, Tina M,
Mamma, Papa, Marco ILY! GL
LAYLA. ciao B — R!

Jody Blais
"Kalody"
500 Plymouth St. (B)
OPSG w/D,M,JA . . . 7th w/D.C.
M, TA . . . "Antelboro" . . Summer
87 w/M.C. & "JH" — ILY 7/11/85
GUSHES . . . Halloween ’87 . .
PINK FLOYD . . ’87 Rally at my
house . . . 1/87 w/A.D. JS, DC — 2
BAD! . . "WMI" — KEV" . . . 2 all
my friends — UR SPECIAL!! . .
GJWHF!! . . THANX DO DO!! . .
GOODLUCK CHINNY . . ILY —
Mom and Dad!!

Christopher Blake
Chris
41 Ruth Ellen Road (R)
Baseball 1, 2, 4 . . . Football 1
Summer of 87 . . . Players in the eye
. . . All My Good Friends . . . "Good
Luck!" . . . Ann Marie, Thanks for
all the special times!! . . Gushes . .
Key . . 12/11/87 . . The five car
pass with B.F. . . Mom, try not to
coral another car . . . Good Luck,
Michelle, Patty, Shorts . . Love ya.
Mom, Dad, Kim

Scott Blake
Blaka
100 Gilmore St. (R)
Varsity Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4, Capt
Basketball 1, 2 . . . Yearbook 2, 3, 4
Student Government 3, 4 . .
Times with Bolls . . Smooth and
P.D. . . Baseball movies with P.D.,
Mic, and Tim . . . The Junior Olymp-
ic Team . . . Kelly, Adel, Naura,
Charity, Thanks Mr. Holmes and
Mr. Pacheco, Thanks Mom, Dad,
and family

Kenneth Anthony Bollin
"Boh"
107 Chickering Rd. (R)
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4 . . Track 2, 3, 4
. . Golf 2, 3 . . Baseball 1 . . Soc-
cer 1 . . #15 . . "Smooth"
. . . Hoops . . . New Years ’88 . . Have
a Good One . . Plymouth . . The
Golden Corner . . "S" Mobile
. . . Food over Jim’s . . . 12/11/87 . . . See
Ya in 5 . . Go — pilot . . . Thank
you Mom, Dad . . Good Luck
Tina, Tim.

Paul Bonfiglioli
Fig
49 Worcester St. (B)
Wrestling 1, 2 . . . Weightlifting 1, 2
. . Field trip to GM car plant . .
Cranking on the CR . . . The J. Gilb
Band . . The Steve Miller Band . .
Later B.R.

Thomas A. Booge
Tom, Tommy
474 Orchard St. (r)
Rock n Roll 12/24, 61, 12/31 Hufd. —
DS, PC — thanx guys! DRUMS!!
Karate, TT in MC, RWE, FIRE!
Gigs DP — WAM! Bleuhih! Rough-
dies — RM, ML. Miss you Buddy R . .
. . Hint: ILY Courtesy 10-09-86
GL . . . Friends — RM, ML, EK,
DE, RM, BF, PD, RG — TTF,
dorry . . 6th the Porsche . . . DC
MY, K . . . Thanks M-H-D, C-H,
LY! . . I’ve jammed w/ the best, it’s
time to go!!
Ruth.

The.

UMASS.

Tune.

GTWGF.

Great.

Toilet.

JoBlo.

Parties.

Chris.

The.

soap.

Campus.

Deep.

Veronica J,

TP.

White.
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Galaxy.

LYN-

window.

Super.

Outfield.

Thanks.

The.

LYA.

C.

Steppen-

Lounge.

O.

Parry.

Thanks.

LofL.

EXACTLY.”

Carrie.

Thanx.

motorcycles.

B’Ball.

Kecfes.

Scoping.

The.

Skiing.

Burger.

Canada.

Rger.

Stay-

Blue.

36 and

I'd

Soccer.

all

Beach.

Good.

YRD.

Purple.

Hunters.

Four.

1971.

Derek.

touch.

56S.

it!

2.

Years.

parties.

Forest.

on.

Booga.

1.

Borgasano.

Booga.

71 Ruth Ellen Rd. (R)

Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . Baseball 1, 2, 3 . . . Horseback Beach . . . New Years '87 . . . Chris and Brad's parties . . . Weekend nights . . . "EXACTLY" . . . I knew I'd make it . . . Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Derek.

22 Miller Terrace (R)


465 Conant St. (B)


460 Conant St. (B)

Soccer 1 . . . Ski Club 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . STOWEGATE87 "The Rock" Pay Sex w/MS "FISH RULES" LMB7 . . . Grt Wds . . . TP & B'D6 TP87, MB . . . Re "MLSD" . . . GDS89 . . . BUMPER BOATS . . . McDs . . . tru w/shp crt . . . TPing cars . . . "CLOSE" . . . OJ3, 4'C Ya . . . STEVERINO & club LNGTC; LASS! The KS, CF, LR, MS, MG, TF, Mom, Dad & MIKE

Glen Bouque.

56 Forest St. (B)


John Paul Bourgette.

"Jay" 47 Roberts Road (B)

Football 1, 2, 3 . . . Wrestling 1, 2, 3 . . . Good x's Rev. Beach . . . U MASS '96 . . . LXA . . . Las Vegas '86 Seeing the world through art . . . Thanks Mr. P . . . Scoping - w/Dennis . . . Minecmeat Pie - COOKED NIGHTMARE on Mt. Prespect St. - 4 long Fin years . . . Veronica you mean so much to me . . . LYA . . . Marines! . . . Thanks Mom and Dad . . . LofL . . . D & D . . . JoBlo

Beer Boze.

Bandit 30 Wall St. (B)


Kathryne Brennan.

Kate 94 Dean Street (B)

Jeffrey Brown  
Jeff — Brownie  
10 Hall St. (R)  
Baseball 1, 2 ... Ski Club 4 ... National Honor Society 3, 4 ... World Affairs Club 3, 4 ... Harvard Model Congress 3 ... Harvard + Georgetown Model UN 4 ... Don't be a Bubble ... Stay fight in Doc's room ... Good times with J.P., J.H., F.P., D.P., J.C. ... Good Luck all + L.G. and B.B.

Kimberly M. Brown  
Brownie  
274 Temi Road (R)  
Soccer 1 — 3 ... Softball 2, 3 ... Chris 2/14/87 ... "Oh yeah" ... the Cherry Bomb" ... SQ — BFF ... Mister Donut ... the lunch club ... "Isn't that special?" ... P.S. and the jazz concert ... G.L. Sue, Eric, Chris ... Thanx Miss O'Toole, Miss Robbins, Thanks Mom, Dad — ILY ... Good Luck Greg ... See YA!! "Brett"

Charles Bumpus  
Bumpy  
400 Plymouth St. (B)

Football 1, 2, 5 ... Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4 ... TAMFIBGTAOYTTFT B.M.D.M. + Magazines L.B.R.T.R. quarters B.M. P.S. S.D. the trips we took. the old house porch party's, murray's old house. miss ya TED + kev, the piro. Hull thank Bag, Tom, Mr. P. Party all the way. Love ya mom + Dad + rest see ya ted.

Brian Burke  
119 Pond St. (B)  
Burkey  
Soccer 1, 2, 3, Capt 4 ... National Eve 87 ... Hockey 1, 2, 3 ... Anchorman Champs ... Gushees, Woodrun! ... the bis, TF, TL, JC, AM, SB, RC, BM, KM, Thanks Guys ... IMY Rev ... Top Gun ... Pete T.L. ... Stir 86/87 ... C.W.RB, DH, ED ... SP at Teds ... crew; VH, BJ, Bos, keys? ... NHw/RC ... Peachtree ... gw/Str.Cl. let's keep partying ... Prt/w/Ike.vw. crowd. J & J ... ILY Ma. Dad ... TY K, W. Doc ... Gl., E., etc.

John Burns  
715 North St. (B)  
The best of times with Kenny, Mike x 2, Paul, Eddy, YO Alex! Roger Waters x 3, The Waterboys, PEI '85, Bagboy from Hell, Spinal Tap. The Great Race. Thanks to my family and all my great friends.

Melissa Barrill  
372 High Street (B)  
The Airplane Carrier ... G.C. hubcaps ... Melanis K.S. — the drive to Maine. R.M. — sleep well ... V. Day '87 — Sue? ... Donuts? ... Shopping? ... C.G. ... KS, RM, the gang ... Summer of '87 ... New Year '86 ... And ... Have a nice day? ... Thanks Mom and Dad

Lisa Cabral  
56 Concetta Dr. (B)  
Soccer 1, 2, 3 ... Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4 ... NHSEC ... Summer '87 ... Italy w/Mom ... Boston ... BK65 + 88 ... WAC ... UN w/KS ... NDes/BC ... "Ow, baby Ow" ... 9/26 — DAJS ... Mauw/Jen ... Elm St. ... Sprinkles ... 12/26/87 ... JM & B ... Chrisos ... TMBF ... ILYDKH ... "NPC" ... Thanks to KS, JH, KM, CF, LR, DM, AB ... I Love You Mom. Dad, Vovo, Polywog!
James P. Cady
Cato
97 Eleanor Rd. (R)
Wrestling, T & C Caps. 4... Best of times w/BLS & McK Grp. My
close friends. T/FL, BB, BM, AM,
SB KM, SD RC JT PMC and special
girls. KS KBJ KC KK DA TM, MM,
SMR 96-87. Guests... Bos.
Brent. Annette... ILY... Kevin
4th of July at Ted’s TL Parties
MANNP thanks JT for every-
thing. Good luck Tom, Dad &
Trish. Thanks for your support, 
Ma & Dad LILY. "Freebirds fly when sea-
sons change" Bee B — R.

Nicole Calabrese
12 Meadow Lane (B)
Good Friends L.A., S.S., L.P., J.O.,
T — TOPS... J.B., S.B, 8-87 LILY!
Michele and Rob TBGSF... 
Sping... Nars... W.M. Brad
and his Camouflage... Boston,
Aerobatics and Whitehorse
SWABYMS OF YOU AND ME”
THANX MOM AND DIG-
GER FOR PUTTING UP WITH
ME... I FINALLY MADE IT.

Joanna Campbell
Jo
280 Conant Street (B)
Tennis 1-2... Band 1, 2, 3, 4...
Lunch with HD, KO, WV, RP.
Dog P... on my leg... Dad is great
Lost in Boston... Mr. P.
Word Processing. . Have fun with-
out me RP. Good times with
Deb, HW, VB, KG, KM... In the
tax... Lounge... Good Luck to
all my friends... Thanks, Mom
(Dorthea), Dad, Jenise and Joel... I
Love Ya.

Kelli Canepa
1455 Old Pleasant St (B)
Key Club 1, 2 /WB... Horseleich
Beach w/CC, RD, MB, JB... Cooks
— Exp. EGG... Summertime w/
Pen... Chubby Bunny — Bugs*
Mike — Tim Bubbles*... G/T w/NR.
CC, TA, NB, MH, RC, PC
G/T w/LC, LC, MS, CC, DL.
JB/PG’s... Thanks for everything.
Colleen... Thanks Dad, Patt, Col-
leen, Robin... I LOVE YOU, MOM.

Richard N. Canepa
Rick
1435 Pleasant Street (B)
Star Chevron... "Can’t, I Have To
Work”... Ford Elite... Tam’s
Drums... Rock and Roll... AC/
DC — RIDE ON... "Lifting To-
ight, Mike”... Snowmobiling In
Maine... "The Best To All My
Friends, I’ll Miss You... Karen
Michelle... "Thanks Mom and
Dad”.

Brian D. Candilien
599 Auburn Street (B)
GT at CWI w/TM, CD, SK, JS, BL,
PG... Sking w/MD & SV... U —
Head shopping. Cranks... DWC
Boston w/TM & DS... Aeros-
mith MBBB Meatloaf
Paladin... The D & N... Ponning
Wanna Ski. No mones
July 4th & New Year... Studmuff-
In... Plymouth Beach... Rivers-
side... BSC... TTE Dad, Set.
Mom, Tom & Kel

Kelli Canepa
1455 Old Pleasant St (B)
Key Club 1, 2 /WB... Horseleich
Beach w/CC, RD, MB, JB... Cooks
— Exp. EGG... Summertime w/
Pen... Chubby Bunny — Bugs*
Mike — Tim Bubbles*... G/T w/NR.
CC, TA, NB, MH, RC, PC
G/T w/LC, LC, MS, CC, DL.
JB/PG’s... Thanks for everything.
Colleen... Thanks Dad, Patt, Col-
leen, Robin... I LOVE YOU, MOM.

Richard N. Canepa
Rick
1435 Pleasant Street (B)
Star Chevron... "Can’t, I Have To
Work”... Ford Elite... Tam’s
Drums... Rock and Roll... AC/
DC — RIDE ON... "Lifting To-
ight, Mike”... Snowmobiling In
Maine... "The Best To All My
Friends, I’ll Miss You... Karen
Michelle... "Thanks Mom and
Dad”.

Deborah Ann Cardarelli
Deb
2 Oak Ridge Lane (B)
85... Brian, Jo & P in the Rain
Kel — ’Chung”... Erin, Vern.
Jr. Lounge — The Chicken... "You
Don’t Know Zep”... Best times Jo.
Kel, Erin, V, Z, R.A.,... P.O.D. with
Erin and S... 3rd, Senior Lounge
with Everyone — Good Luck!... 
Andrea... Thanks Mom, Dad — I/
L/Y

38
Michel Carr
15 Willis Road (B)
cheering 1, 2, 3 capt. j... Kevin yrs. 
We love & miss you lots. Jeff 2- 
11-85... INWF... NFTGG... 
11HAGOMO... parties C.P. & T.W. - 
GTFS87... Gushiet... Junior prom... pep rally... Girls Nite 
Out!... Chertfly... NYE87... 
Teddy's... Dress You Up. M— 
K— D— D— N.M. — Deni- 
sepoy... newphew Mike... special 
friends... DC. DF. MT. CP. JC. 
TM. JB. KW. GS... Guys... Never 
say goodbye to K.M. — Always in our 
hearts... Thanks mom & dad 
— G.L. Julie

Garron Carvalho 
251 White St. (R)
World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4... 
Photography Club 1, 2, 3, 4... Rec- 
ional Sound 2, 3, 4... Tennis 1, 2, 3 
HLMU: N: 1, 2, 4... HMC: 2, 3, 4... 
P.C. 3... Jay remember Jeff at 
Fara A... Nono... Flanglish 
Aerosmith on ski trips... Can't for- 
get Boy's State... Thanks, Mom, 
Dad

Robert Caruso
Chunks
75 Bridge Road (B)
Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4... Wrestling 1, 2, 
3... GTW — BM, TL, AM, BR, TF. 
JC, BM, JH, TP, KM, DC, RD, PK. 
SB, SD... GTWBG... JF, KM. 
JB, NB, JC, TM, AD, AR, KT, MC. 
I.G. Danny... ATWF... 
"Dream Team" Lawson & KR the 
A & F Changes... Summer of 87... 
4th July... 12/11/87 WABR... Ja- 
ni Prom — BAD... Gushies... 
Merril... TL Parties... NH... 
RM115... Log cabins... Lawson 
UNIBROW... Pepe days... Ger- 
many... UNCS... Living at Bobs... 
... Thanks Mom, Gram, & Pa

Debbi Jean Chase
297 Carver St. (R)
Cheering 1, 2, 3 capt. 2... Track 1 
Gymnastics 4... Christee TY. 
FEYMTW/TWM. 144... Vermont 
CAJ I told you!... Jr. Prom... 
parties at J&C... NYE87 Summer 
86... Special times w/special 
friends... MC — dress you up... 
OSG... 4th per. at Judy's... 4 of us... 
GNO!... Thanks for sticking by 
me... I love you Mom and Dad 
Good Luck Lori

Jennifer Chase
307 Hall St. (R)
Cheerleading 3, 4, 5... Soccer 1, 2, 3 
Skiing 1, 2, 3... Gymnastics 1... 
Yearbook 4... Poey — 5/7/86 
Ily. Tish — Shh!... St. Croix w/ 
BB Jr. Prom. Fl. w/JB. AD + MT — 
Jias! K — 151 — JE. SV — 12:30 
nm... "The Vette"... NH w/JB, NH w/Poe. Word/Aces, U2 w/ 
JB. SV. AK? 2 — sum. jam, the old T. gang! 
SG + SR — N.FY... GJWTHF!! 
... GF — TM. SV. MC. BR. AD. 
MT. AK. CP. JB + NBF... Thanks 
M + D... ILY!!!

Tina Cerrato
70 Mill St. (b)

Joe Chaves
Chavesy 
47 Martin Drive (R)
Soccer 1, 2, 3... Wrestling 1... Hor- 
seneck Beach... '77 TransAM... 
Bunny... Eric and Tom... party 
Deep Purple... New Hampshire 
Nickerson... watch out for tele- 
phone poles!... I knew I'd make it... 
Thanks Mom, Dad, Den, 
Bunny.

Jonathan E. Chew
Chewy
24 Pleasant Dr. (B)
Track 2, 3, 4... Fiersta... Good 
times with MF, TW, I.W. SD. CP. 
RR. KB. & more... Nantucket... 
The fridge... Miss ya Kev... 12/ 
11/87... 6th lunch at Mels... Best 
friend KT... TWB86... 
HR190TLLO... Skoul... kid... 
RCRP... GL NICK FAM... GL. 
MINDAY... Thanx ma & con... 
See Ya...
Lisa Correia
"Lisa"
42 Francine Road (R)
Paul: 6/2/85 ILY ... Jr. Prom ...
Middleboro ... TRS ... New Year's Eve '87 ... Friends, PC, LC, LL, DB, LM, KG ... SM w/Paul ...
... 7/20/87 "About Time" ... "It's Cool" ... Papa's Fun times ... Cops Daughter ... Later B.R. ...
Thanks, Mom, Dad, & Family, ILY all

Michael Correia
87 Church St. (R)

John Paul Cote
Mask
15 College Road (B)
Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4 ... Football 1, 3 ... Ski Club 1 ... TSAC w/S ... T-T.
Norwood ... BK's cdy br. w/BG 6.
JG Ps. "60" ... U.S.H. "Chain" ... Thanks, Mom, Dad, Mike.

Jennifer Blair Court
Jen
67 Pleasant Street (B)
Cheering 2 — cap. 1 ... Track 1 ...
... Miss Regional ... National Honor Society ... "Jeno + Mad-dog" ... ILU ROB 6/16/85 ...
Good friends KB, PD, KG, CM, LP, SN, BF, AB — "Worms!" ... Maine w/Rocky ... Please no more cruisin'? ... Keep on the right, Pablo! ... Thank you, Bollin ... IWNFU Kevin ... Punch Buggy! ...
... Brandy ... Thanks Leslie & Danny, Mr. & Mrs. G., Dolly, & Kelly ... I Love You Mom & Dad.

Christa Noel Cowing
180 Wilbur St. (R)
MMHLY — 4/12/86 ... TFAYLAH ...
NERDS — JI, SC, JT, RL, ED, KP, JA, SF, KM, AM, NB, MP, ...
Always the Bad Guy ... NC — A Penny to be first! ... NYE '87 ...
SS '80 w/KM ... Geric's parties ...
Senior Prom '86 ... Almost a Coyle joke! ... Thanks Mom, Dad, Mike, & the Cs ... Good Luck, Mark, ILYA

David E. Cox
Rick
230 Vernon St. (B)
Good friends MF, BA, BW, SM, PM, MG, CD, MK, IWALY, MF ...
Thanks — Mom Dad The Foyes Michelle Good luck Dan

Dean Crandall
HAZIA
263 Oak St. (R)
Summer of '87 w/AM, RD, TF, BB, RC, BM, TL, LC, SB, BM, KM ...
LOVE YA KEV ... Best of Friends Forever W/Beth ... Deadends in the Dakota ... NYEES ... STWB ...
... Gushies ... Behind the School ...
LC Fall '86 ... July 4 w/kind at Teds ... Lawson's party ... Thanks Mom & Dad Good — Luck Jeff

Kelley Creedon
337 Winter St. (B)
Bonnie Crowley
Bon
42 Crapo St. (B)
Hockey Cheerleading 1, 2... Patrolling 1, 2, 3, 4... FTL, Holl, Carib, Ron, ED, Jam... GTWGF — DC, SD, XP, BM, JD, AM, RD... LY — Jeff... IWNFY — Tedly... The 6'G6t26d Kumya — FREE BIRD... Seger 10/86... H'ween 87... New Year's Eve — 88... MY 16th B'DAY w/SD & XP... EAGLES: OOTND... WEEL!... Stronroad... Thans Auntie, Uncle Ed & Kel — HLVMM... WIRTTSH! — SEE YA BR!!!!!!!

Hilary Dalton
Hil
458 Conant St. (B)
Dead shows w/Pam... thanx Lisa... thx per... He gives us chocolate cake... "Turn the Page" — Runfac's... good times w/JC, HW, VB, SD, LG, PB, BL, BB, KM, KC, CM... Lisa's house — 11-87... Boston 1/15/88... BCN fireworks 9/19-87... I made it mom & dad... Good luck Kern.

James D'Andrea
112 Sherwood Lane (R)

Robin Dantorno
"Bob"
21 Laurel Dr. (B)
RAY: I LOVE YOU FOREVER — 5/6/85 B.F. — Jtd. Deb. Lyn — love ya!... dance — F. & J... partin — 84 — 86... concerts — Kiss, AC/DC, AERO, J.P. LED ZEP #1... Good times w/ good friends — Jr. Prom, Bump house... 15 — 3 — day... camping, sum — 15 — 87... "The Zep Girls," "Hunsas," "Cows" foxes... Song remains the same. Dream On, On the radio — J. D. R, T Thans — Ma. Dad, Ray — lay ya... BYE

Alison Demaral
Al
205 Michael Rd. (R)
Cheerleading 1, 2, 4... DAVE 6/12/87 — ibs... bt. Shell; San, Jens and Co... Grease w/LAJ... Stevie Nicks & F. Mac concerts... U — 2 TRIP to cape (Thans u the info!)
Will Woods... Country bubbles... directing w/Niki... my lan-
guage (H!)... Songs in the attic... (The record is broken!)... Ken — Love you — want 4 Good luck Miss: Adam... Thans Mom and Dad

Stefano D'Emilia
Sez
78 High St. (B)
GOOD TIMES w/ GOOD FRIENDS — TW, KM, ML, CP, TM, JN, TM+RR! Summer '86... Miss ya's KEV/BBB! Summer '87 — A - PA"3 — tickets in the Dusk, Michv Lias, Nantucket w/Ret + Jon, Parties at Priscos, Welby's, Gu-
shes' Bikini to R.J Livin' at Welby's, Salvo w/KEV w/LES, Tim — THE TIRES!... Mrt. Leo Hope Hang in there Trixis + McKenney Family — Love Ya'! IWNFY = KEV Thans Mom + Dad, Ang, Ralph

Michael DeSaulniers
279 Auburn St. (B)
Print shop 3, 4... CWL, CD, JS, SK, BL, TM, laid off... cranks'... Bri's bash Bri. almost killed us... Tilly... Pink Floyd... Boston w/ TM, DS... MEAT LOAF... mail box baseball... no more tapes... are we cranking?... new years 87/88... Jr. prom... 4 of July... the Dart, Nova, Darren, Colt... PALA-DMY... painting w/ the girls... studmuffin's... look like you know what you r doing... riverside death ride, dart, colt. thanx MOM, DAD, Rob, trav, good luck.

Paul Doherty
Pablo
756 South Street (B)
Wrestling 1 - 4 capt. - lifting 2 -
good times w/ good friends travel Colte... Flag. Concerts... Jolt... Driving w/your eyes closed... ILYKEL... Good Luck Rob, you are the best... J. C. C. K., R... Thanks Mr. Lemmon... Take your time, don't live too fast. troubles will come, and they will pass... It's time to be traveling on... L. Al.

Heather Ann Donnelly
115 College Rd. (B)
1 LOVE YOU Jim — 3YIALTAW MMTG... 2-14-86 Wayne's house in NH... Midnight walks w/LJ... We're in the trees... Slummy 1 + 2... 84 - 85 HG w/LJ... Ride to NH on back of Jim's Harley... Hilarious. What hiliarious... Thanks for everything! DJ, SH, LJ, JK, MG, PD... She asked Jeff! — Don't fall AD... Cal. dreaming... Going out w/TB 6th... We never got pizza CB... Good Luck LJ & TP, MG + JP — YITOW T.M. + D...

Erin M. Donovan
891 Water Street (B)
Soccer 1, 2, 3... Miss Regional... FF — Ron, Jam, Don... GF — LT, CC, JD, RS, AM, DC, RD, SM... NFTGTWS... Jr. yr. w/R, A, B... Ron — TFE — ILY... Sum. '85w/Ron... B & D's apt. w/J. soph. yr... Seger '86w/Ron... Stonyroad... Bob — IWNFY — TYFTGT. Hwrs '87... Bday — cake anyone New Year's Eve '87... GTU — SC!!! Jim — YAVSTM... Rob — WCC... BFNJ... KM — YM... ILY Mom, Dad, Bill, Ryan, & Meg... Good Luck Ryan & Meg.

Kevin Donovan
Danny
92 Norlen Park (B)
Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4... Basketball 1, 2... The "Pearl"... Walking. Wounded... W.S. 5-6-87... Texta: I'm beginning to feel sick... Plagiarism is illegal... Chips... Syracuse. Orangemen. Van. Halen & Aerosmith. concerts. Shopping. carts & Pat. Morea. Crunchberries. Headlights. Dropkick. Dirty. Dale, & Riles. Good. luck. Twin. Towers. Thanx. Mom & Dad.

Kristin Donovan
Smiley
53 Dartmouth Road (B)
Soccer 1... Softball 1 — 4... Ski Club 1 — 4... Language Club 1 — 4... The "L" Banh, MO, D.P., M.B., and W.D... Billy Idol concert... Junior Prom... Mack's with S.Q. and W.D... Wishing all of my friends the best of luck... Thanks. Mom, Dad, & Mike... I Love You!

Christopher P. Dooley
Dools
20 Lester Road (R)
Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4. The Battleship... Best Times w/ C.K., J.C., J.L., J.S., L.O., A.S., B.C.,... Brigham's w/ D.O., Physics w/Taz, K.B., T.H. POD... sup. Dude... STEWED... Gushees... TBTBCAJ... Miss ya Rob!... FPR... Steevo's... Good luck. Matt... Thanx M & D

Andrée Dorr
64 Grove Street (B)
Field hockey... Special friends: LP, KS, MT, LJ, HS, MC, JB, RS, TP... gang... Summer of '85 — THE BEST!!!... Love ya T & S!!!... Spying w/LJ... ACCELERATE!!! My attic... guest pass... X-mas eve 86... Jr. Prom w/JK... W.H.A.M... Gushees... I won't fall/HD... 1985... KS fell/Main St... Miss you SR & KM... IWNFY... DOOL... GNO @ Chasa... CSSN... JRNY... Love you M, D, & M.

Stefanie Jean Dors
Sef
165 Rowwayne Park (B)
Soc. 1 — 5... Dartene — BF — Your the best — LY... PM — IWACALY — INFTGT... Bumpus house... Party's 84 — 88... TO ALL MY FRIENDS LY + GL... Pep Rallys... Swamp... 3 — Days... BC — 16th... GL — Holly... Summer — 87... GTW — JF... TED — MISS YOU — KM... 11 5/80 — CB... Pts. DW — beep... Freebird... GTWGF... Mom + Dad — LY.
Kim Doucette
100 AppleTree Gr. (B)

Robert Doucette
Rob
326 Robinson St. (R)

Warren 'Willy' Dowdle
180 Main St. (B)
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3, 4

Katherine D. Downs
"Downsie"
232 Tritucit St. (B)
Gym 1, 2, 3; Track 1 — 4

Edward J. Fallo
Ted
537 Pleasant St. R
Soccer 1 — 4; Wrestling 2, 3; Printing 3, 4; SMR '86; pets; GTWT BLS & McK crd; Chr fhs; SB BB JC T.LAM RC; KM; J.WARY Kevin GL to the McKenney's WLY!

Jill Fairley
15 Colby Road (B)

Elizabeth Marie Ferreira
Liz
73 Eleanor Road (R)

Michael V. Ferro
The Red Slayer (U/W45)
50 Alexander Dr. (B)
Rokken in 88; DDT; Chris Space; John; AJ; the Young Ones; Anthrax & NOT; moshing the warehouse; ???; Lero; The Underworld; to my detractors — thanks for NOTHING! cos honesty is my only excuse! See you on the road to madness

STEVE . . . I Love You Always

M.L.F.Y.W.N.E. Dance 1, 2, 3

Rob, Deb, Gus, Loo — U.R. the best

Wild Times — Kiss, G. Dead, J. P.

"Zep Girls" — My dream

79 Nkl. Camaoro — "Boxes"

"Loo-mobile" G.T.P.S. . . . Hurley

S.T.D. . . . Good-Luck Sadoo

Thax — Dad, Mom, Sa Mike, Barb, Steve

TO FALLO

Kim —

STEVE . . . I Love You Always

M.L.F.Y.W.N.E. Dance 1, 2, 3

Rob, Deb, Gus, Loo — U.R. the best

Wild Times — Kiss, G. Dead, J. P.

"Zep Girls" — My dream

79 Nkl. Camaoro — "Boxes"

"Loo-mobile" G.T.P.S. . . . Hurley

S.T.D. . . . Good-Luck Sadoo

Thax — Dad, Mom, Sa Mike, Barb, Steve
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L. M.
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L. M.
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L. M.
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L. M.

THANK YOU!

L. M.

THANK YOU!

L. M.

THANK YOU!

L. M.

THANK YOU!

L. M.

THANK YOU!

L. M.
Robert Gallagher
Rob
837 Locust Street (R)
Hockey 1 — 4, capt. 4 ... Track 1 ... Yearbook 4 ... JEN 6/16/85 — T.E.U.D. — I love you! ... Good friends PD, CM, KB, LP, SN, BF, RL ... Rocky 'S.F.C. ... F.D. WAKE UP! ... flag + signing ... '85 Mustang ... Good Luck Hockey Team! ... Plymouth ... I miss you Kevin! ... Good luck everyone! ... Thanks Mr. & Mrs. C, Les, Ben, Brandi, Mr. B, Scott, Dolly & Kelly! I Love You

Craig Warren Gendreau
55 Alice Road (R)
Soccer 1 ... Wrestling 1 ... Bike Racing ... Christmas wreaths ... My Moms car is dead ... Later HOT-SEHEAD ... Hyannis ... Away games ... Vulgarity ... No D.C. ... Lorna ... Church ... The return of the wreaths ... Team First ... See Ya Later Warren ... Thank God

Mark Gillis
Gilly
140 Vernon St. (B)
Baseball 2 — 1 — 4 Homework 1 ... Hollywood Fizziman ... Pat Morris Telephone Pole ... 1-888 Police 3 towns ... Steal Home ... Spider-web ... Shopping Carts ... Snowbank ... 8 Speakers Truzzy Turismo ... Thanks Mom & Ron

Jay Gilmore

Melissa J. Ginsburg
Missa
197 East St. (B)
John — I'll love you 4 — ever 8/14 ... 87 ... HD. L.J. LM, PB, MP, JK, KM, KL, KM, SG — TEATGT ... Kelly — URSFENG ... Bloat ... Spaces — JIMBUS ... McDonald's rules, crew trainer finally! TTTMCC — YIYTTFTBT ... Tom Petty w/ Paul & Mike 87 (Lisa too) Thanks Heather you've been there thru it all. GLWJYBAMWT! ... GIN-NIDGE ... Thank's Mom & Dad BYE

Michael Gleason
176 Crescent St. (B)
PORSCHE ... TANG SOO DO ... PINK FLOYD, THE WALL ... SSD ... ELM ST. 80 mustang, turbo lovers ... all/friend's roads ... STONEY RD (BUSTED) ... MOC ... CHEVY (TREES) ... THHR ... GOOD TIMES W/ FRIENDS CD, RC, KH, DK, HR. + EVERY ONE ELSE BE THANKY ... NOTHING CAN STOP ME NOW ... THE WORLD IS YOURS TB, SR ... THE CHILD IS GROWN THE DREAM IS GONE.

Kimberly M. Gracia
78 Cherry St. (B)
Kim
Class Sec. 1, VP — 3, 4 ... Todd — 5/30/86 — T.T.E.O.T. ... FINF — Jo, Lynne, Kate, Tim ... No Gossip KP+TR ... Whup Jo/ ... Those eyes 17 Bourne St. ... GL = Allison ... Sundays 6 Jo's House ... GL = D.C. + All my Friends ... 9/1/87 — T.U.B.L.Y.F. ... Karie — U STOP ... Miss You Dad ... Thanks, Mom, Todd, and Deen! Love you all!!! ... Bye Bye!

Christine Graham
310 Oak Street (B)
M.B., K.S., R.M., M.L., L.L. D.V. ... K.P., L.R. + Gang ... Best Wishes Summer of 87 ... return of the hubcaps ... Monkeymobile ... New Years 86 ... Junior Prom Shopping? ... M.B. — Ieskating ... R.M. the Bathroom floor ... L.L. — 'Sugar!' ... L.R. — the joking around. Thanks M+F
Bryan Grenier
370 Church St. (R)
Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4 Good times in the summer w/ Joe, Jen and the rest '87 88 Sundays w/ Jen. always fun, I'll never forget oldest Fr. KA, KA, RA, MG, KM, JG, JA I'll never forget Kevin. He was the best! hav jay get off my obstacle! thanks mom and dad!

Laura Gustafson
10 Bayberry Circle (B)
Soccer 1, 2, 3 Capt. 4 ... Basketball 1, 2 Track 1, 2, 3 Greater Bridgewater Jr. Miss 1987 ... 1st runner up from Queen Kenny 6/7/86. ... Good friends, SF, JF, HW, RD, TM. ... Thanks for everything Sheila. You've been the best friend anyone could ever have ... "Judas Priest" Concert. Good Luck Linda ... Thanks Mother, Dad, Baba, Mom, Uncle Tom ... Love You

John Scott Hall
560 Jadson St. (R)
REGIONAL SOUND 4 ... Yearbook Committee 4 ... Dr. Who conventions ... K.H. Boston, London, London three times '87. Hawaii '87, London '88 ... Gail ... King Richard's Faire '87 ... Gail & the mud pit ... Junior Prom ... Morgie ... Phaneuf & his ties ... Good friends S.D., G.J., B.C., A.J., M.F., M.S. ... Thanx Mom & Dad ... Live long & prosper!

Jennifer Lee Harbly
1415 Vernon St. (B)
Tennis 2, 3, 4. ... WA & FL Clubs 1, 3, 4 ... "2 FINALLY" ... L.J.K.M ... What did U do Sat. Night? & more? ... KS Who called the PIZZAMAN YTB ... "AI - Pond Talks" ... "LC & The Driveaway" ... DM, CF, LR, KS, LCIO/10/87 - 1800g. WHew! ... "Enn. Best Friend!" ... "I love U Mom, Dad & Steve: Thanks" ... "Good Luck Kel & Chris, Derek ILY Nerd" ... 'S. Domingo ... L&K

Timothy Harben
"Officer"
105 Whitman St. (B)
Ski Club 1, 2, 3 Barracuda ... 72 Ranchero ... '81 LTD ... '91 Cleveland ... Summer Time ... LED ZEPPELIN IV Zoo ... Nights down the Campus. ... Cool Summer. ... The Mad Doctors. ... Just Friends ... Friends til 69. ... Thanks Dawn. See ya when I see ya ... Thanks. Mom, Dad. + family ... "Its Time to Hit the Road

Dale K Harris
Shaggy
60 Village Gate Drive (B)
Basketball 1 - 4 ... Track 1 - 4 ... C.C. 1 - 4 Capt. (4) ... HM All Star ... Ski Club ... Pinky Bros ... My Buddy ... Dad @ ... B@ ... B & E Splinter Bros ... Mthvnd@godp4 ... Christmas Eve(WOW!) ... Middlesex Rot ... 1/26/87 ... My Brush ... Space- ... D's apprentice ... Ferris ... Wedding ... LILYA ... (Dun-ny:M2:BM:JL:My Bros) ... Thanx.

Jennifer Hart
106 Whitman St. (B)
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4 ... DM ... Chorus 1, 3 ... H.S. 3, 4 D.C. '87 ... Journey concert "Careless whisper" ... frozen locks w/ no cops ... Cashings history class ... Bono, Kat, Joe, Miska, Mouse ... Thanks Dad, Mom, Bob!

David Hathaway
Dave
100 Spring St. (B)
Skiing 1 ... ART Comp. 3, 4 ... Wall mural 4 ... French vanilla ... Mike, John, Shannon, and Jen H! ... I LOVE JULIE! ... To all GOD BLESS ... If finally got my grades ... good by BR Hello NY ... Thanks Mom ... Thanks Pete ... Thanks GOD!

Class of '88
Lisa Hathaway
Lee
509 Bedford Street (B)

Mark Hathaway
124 Pine St. (B)

Mike Hathaway
R. De S.
56 Mary Lane (B)
Hey, where's my picture!

Jeff Heath
Heath
166 Tenri Rd. (R)
Baseball 2, 3, 4 ... Track 2, 3 ... The Field ... P.O.D. ... 151 — BM ... Camping in Bourne ... Good luck MB, PN, CD, TC, LM, and DC ... Love always CO ... Thanks Mom and Dad ... Good luck in the future, Jason.

Kimberly Ann Hellmuth
Kim
667 North Street (B)
Girls Basketball 2, 3, 4 Field Hockey 2, 3, 4, S.A.D.D. 1, 2, 3, 4, Ski Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Kim and Christine ... Loon Mr. ... The years ... Swf's Neck Beach ... News Lewis and the News ... I made it ... Thanks Mom, Family, and friends ...

Kristi L. Herault
1570 Pleasant St. (B)
Someday ... Love you Dave! ... BLITF ... GTWBF ... JK, KS, JK ... KW ... "n we were laughin" ... Ooops ... Pigchop ... Teddys ... Pigs ... Miss y Sheldon ... Journey ... Oh Lord! ... Dreamer ... KR Fair ... Summer of 86 ... Our 1st kiss ... Cruise '87 ... Surprise BD 87 ... Block Parties ... BK Path ... Tarzot ... 12-21-86 ... Silk goose ... Thanks to my family & DK

Tiffany Hill
191 Storybrook Rd. (B)
Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4 Ski Club 2, 3 ... Good times w/Good Friends ... FH Camp — Kel- &Shampoo ... bananas w/AS U? 11/28/87 w/Lin ... parties ... Condor "CK, Don't jump" ... V Femmes ... "Stop Laughing!" Sue's SCs & Pr's ... Job ... LV CG — TG ... Sec.Inv ... GI, J&E "Doc's Again?" ... Jrg ... na ... IWARY — KM ... Good Luck Jenni (MBF) ... Thanks Mom and Dad ... I Love You!

William Hooper
Si Douglas Dr. (B)
Eva Imhoff
385 Auburn Street
Bridgewater
Thank you Mom, Dad, Roger, Charlie, Tracey, Robert (R.J.) I will miss all the teachers I had. Bye, B.R. Tracey, good luck in 9th grade next year! I love you all. I love Peter B. Love always, Eva

David Innocenti
DAVE
290 Judson St. (R)
"Ski Club 2..." Drafting 2, 3, 4 "Class of 88..." Def Leppard: cold hands..." Lab table explosion 3" ... "Chemistry Football League: DI, ST, ST, EK "Dollar Poker: BB, ST, ST, RL, JC, Dupha" "Warren, 5 seven's on the bus"... Tom, friends 4 ever... "Short is Beautiful"... Thanks Mom and Dad. I made it!

Amy Irving
13 Howard Street (B)
KD, Thanx for listening!... JH, LJ, LBJ, KM, CJ, JB, Good Luck!... JD... Mom, Dad, Chris... Thanx to Paula, for all she taught me... ETD... 6/7/83... Fido Dido... GH... AAN... The Storm... My Buddy, forever! I hope so... BRR, it can only get better... Some Became Strangers...

Laurel Beth Jackson
3045 Pleasant St. (B)
Regional Sound... SBall... WAmFl Club... Salisbury & Camp Snoopy... Dead Shows... Harvard Sq. ... SBAJ... JBEAL, MA, KL, AI, III, JS, LF... SEARS... Aug 1st & 2nd... Whorley the Cards... Neil Young... thanks DMG... Rocky Horror... goodbye Detours, hello...?... trips w/Bobs... "With you were Here" — Greg... SOAPY... WABMBFMMCC... M, D, & MA

Alexander James
"AJ"
148 North St. (B)
Drama 1, 2, 3... Rope... "Death of a Director"... Dave’s Snowbank... Mony Python... Competition Zappa... Network XXII... Bagboy from Hell... Criminal Avocados... Flaglish... HBCNU!!!!!!!!!

Cheryl James
P.O. Box 99 Marchand Rd.
Castree St. St. Lucia, W.I.
World Affairs Club 4... I finally made it Mr. S!... Best Times... I LOVE that sports car! 87 Feeno... All Nite Drive Xmas Eve 87... Late Nite Soup Opera Till 2 AM... AFS Weekends... Thanks — Monica, John, Elsha, Mick, Elaine, G.B.J.N., L.B., S.R., J.R., Mr. C, T.F...

Christine Jasper
Chissy
135 Bayberry Circle (B)
FH 1, 2... Track 1... WA, Sci & Ski Club... 4/11/87, Jim — It was always deep... N.H. ... Anne’s Party... Summer 86 — 87... Great Times w/The Gang... FH camp... My Boat Died... S & S I know it was tight there!... Cape — HS... Frisbee yr w/ Special Friends... Prom... Sweet 16... GL — SUE & everyone down the line... Thanks Jane & Daddy — IV
Kimberlee Jansen
Kim
356 Pine Street (B)
Track 1, 2, 3, National Honor Society GTW — KW, KE, KA, BM, JT 3/14/87 — Lean On Me... snowballs... watergun... Revere... Winthrop St... B&J... sol... Camaro... BK CP... 52 guy... que pasa JW?... wanna race?... LW mobile... oh joy... I love KA... Thanx Mom, Dad, Chris

David Johnson
DJ, "Doc"
229 Oak St. (B)
Band 1, 2, 3, 4 Big Chevy... "The Tank" Friday nights, John lets make a movie... "Mat I hope you get your 750 Holley Double pumper... Eric, Hi Lauren, Hi Mary... Thanx to Paul P. for taking me in, and Jim V. for putting up with me... Mom, Bob, Dad, Mary Jane, Thanx you for all of your help

Eugene Johnson
1805 South St. (B)

Christopher Jones
Jonesy
77 Village Gate Dr. (B)
Tennis 1, 2, 3... Golf 1, 2, 3... Math Team 2, 3, 4... Good Friends GW, JP, JC, MM, MG, DH, BM, JB... "WHAT A WARREN"
Glen's New Car... The Dog, Track... Street Basketball... Adventures In Wallyball... Thanks Mom and Dad... So Long BR.

Julianne Jones
Julie
102 Judson St. (R)
Tennis 2, 3, 4... Ybk 4... GTWG's... Sue's S.C.'s... Shat WAMK<... WFM<... Liz Sweet 16... Latin... KeleShawn... bucket... Dean!... C.K., 29 accounting... Hairbag... Surprise!... Kit Kats... Dave... TMVBF... LVA... Good Luck Jeff&Jami... Thanx Mom & Dad... ILY...
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John, morally affluent ... I'm outs here. Finally, back to the CITY pub!

Allison T. King
38 Springfield Avenue (B)

Pres 2, 3 ... Hockey Cheering 1, 2 ... Softball 2, 3 ... Chris ILY 6/28/86 ... Lakeview, Summer 86 Good-times! ... KOKA ... BJJA ... Keefer's Galaxy w/K, J, K, B ... "ILYG" "OHNO" ... Jenn He's gaining on us ... "Jaimaca — Thanx Babe" ... "Steph KNOWS All" ... 11/9/87 Surbridge I'll Never Forget! ... Rally 87 ... "guisies" ... Good Times w/good Friends: SV, JA, KM, JB, NB, JC, ... Good luck, Big B.

Eric Kingsley
392 Judson St. (R)

Band 1 — 4 ... Lions All State 4 ... Thanx TB, CC, DJ, MP, KS, KB, SQ, LL, DI, RT, And Every One In Band Even Mr. V & Mr. P ... Good times in art, Mrs. P ... Water Bottle ... Bruins in 88 ... Rob #8 Neely #1 ... Hi Lauren, Hi Mary ... Thanx Mom, Dad, Sil ... Thanx To anyone I forgot and even anyone I didn't forget but didn't include ... I'm GONE

Scott Kittler
Captain
379 King Philip St. (R)

Late list 1, 2, 3, 4 ... Blue Hills Mental Rentals ... Oooh ... Harpo's cookie ... Deadly Datsun totaled on way to 299 Orchard St ... Jack watch out for High St ... 68 Zies Camaro ... Best friends: Kevin B, Paul S, Donny S, & Angela who made my last year great. Thanks Mom glad you're OK ... Well finally made it ... See ya B-R ...
Jeffrey Ladowceur
Fej
78 Concerta Dr. (R)
Tennis 1 4 Basketball 1 4
Ski Club 1 4 Soccer 1 4
Smith, Las... Stow "Why my room? Feld, Big Dog. D.S
saw J.C. DA "Turbo" Horseneck
Beachmobile "TVCS" Best Friends KS. CK. CD. DG.
JC. JB. LO. AS. ID + gang... Great times + Friends forever...
"Thanks F.P.U.W.M. Mom + Dad." Your the greatest. Rezer,
leave you the "Turbo," have fun!

Laurice L. LaFrance
"Frenchie"
489 King Philip St. (R)
Ten. BaskhL!7 FH2. AMea
... SADD 4 BF - KL SF -
CC. SS. KD. LS - Long rides w/KL
... Skiing w/KL. KM. NM
... "Wear a Brownie" GetB Times w/
MC... BP St Prom 86... "The
Boat" w/S.L... BR St Prom 86/87
... HS & CC "THE Ring" Jr
Prom, than John... G.L. Todd...
Laura... And?... "Good times
w/good friends... "Assonet?"...
Thanx - Pan. Morg. Casab. Fair,
& Miss OT 1-1388. I'll miss you
Steve!!!!!! Thanx for everything
mom. I love you!

Lisa LaTulippe
"TULIPS"
68 Titicut Rd (R)
Clowns 1 4 Talent Show 87
singing. District 87. Summer of
87 w/Rob. I.L.Y. Car Palace,
Boat Ride w/J&B... Edville. Bos-
to. "New Year's Eve:" WOW, What a Night!... BUNNY?
Tom Petty. Concert. Best Friends. L. LC,
LC. K.C. S.D. JR. KL & E.K. 1ch
per. delight. White Pants... "Big
Mac's Yap That!!!" Zeppelin. Stair-
way to Heaven... "ROB," MLWABHIP! Thanks. Mom &
Family; "I Made it?" Miss ya. Dad.

Thomas Lawson
Tom
831 Orchard St. (R)
Baseball 1.2.4... Good Times w/
BLS chr. friends. TF. RC. BB. JC.
BM. AM. SB. KM. & & The Other
Group... ALL THE GIRLS
"Dream Team" Catino & R A&F
CHAMPS Gushies... SMR
"86/87... Mane... 4ch of July wki
at Ted's. SKWS... What game
er... P.L. Days... Concerts:
ZZ. BOS. VH.AERO... IWFNY
KEVIN. S.B.R. WE HAD A
BLAST!! Thanks MA & DAD,
Mike

Lisa Lake
490 Summer Street (B)
Love Ya Forever. Fred... Aug. 2 87
Love times W/ML. LR. CF.
MB. CG. KJ. KS. JP. SK. DP. RD
Summer of 87... The Beach
Boston Concert... Hey, Dude...
Eleven... Shake Your Love.
Thanks for Being There. Maureen
... Thanks, Mom & Rob, I Luv Ya
... Good Luck, Andrea.

Kristen Ann Laszloleire
Kris. Krinti
748 So. Main St. (R)
Drama. 1. 2 Skiing. 4. "Singing in
the halls"... Great times freshman
year with drama... Good times
with Vanessa... McDrees and
Burger King... Thanx to everyone
who has helped me... ILYM&D.C.M.

Rhonda J. Lima
580 Center Street (R)
BFF - Erin - TVH - ILY, Jan,
Bon. Rand. CC. HW. NP. BM. DC.
RD. JD. RS. KL... Adam — YSS
- ILY... jr. yr w/E. A&B... Seger
86/ED... CC. 1/86 w/ (busted)
... Stonyroad... Soph. yr... Sum.
85 w/ED... H'ween 87... ED's
Bday [have some cake]... GTU —
gwM... wht — insf... DMB
... Weelll... KM — YM... TV
Ma & Dad. Pa&P ILYVM
Laura Luz
Loo/s 61 Hammond St. (B)
Mom + Dad, Pat + Steve. Good Luck — Holly, George, steve, Jessica. Dream On + Bye — B.R. “ON
WITH THE SHOW”

Maureen L. Lynch
Moe
870 Summer St. (B)
Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4. . . . Majorettes 3, 4
. . . “Fuzi” . . . Vanilla Donuts . . . CL
Mars & Mike . . . Thanx Mom ILY!

Patricia J. Mader
Tricia
94 Atkinson Dr. (BI
SOC 1 . .3, Ski 1 . .3, KEVIN 6/19
— 12/11/87 — JWNFYM — ILY!
NH — FO: Chas — shhh! All secrets
J.P. /S.P. Party at P+W+N! J —
ITPS/ Guishes, Mic.Lits. Affairs?
ha! GTPW Ted n’ them ! Thanx JFF
— Tim & frat . . . GTWT ‘sen. gang’s! Tks. — MG, DC, R+J
STWST — CP, JC, Steri, TW, JN,
TM, ML+MC . . . Sum. ’87 —
THE BEST! Thanx M+D, J—ILY!
NFT Mck. Fam. — Luv Ya’s TFE
Stef — ILY!

Kimberly Lockhart
“Kim”
312 Plain Street (B)
The best of times with the best of
friends K.M, HW, JB, SF, LL, DS.
KM, BD . . B/J/T/I/ with: Kelly
Markham . . . I LOVE YOU Paul
12/18/86 . . Summer School “87”
. . . Thanks Mr. V . . . LL you looked
snazzy at DS house . . . p.m. Van . .
Good Luck Biff your the last one,
show them your stuff . . . ILY
MOM + DAD . . Good Bye BR
. . . Its been real!

Michelle Lomba
Miska
50 Legge St. (B)
D.C.,’87 . . Superbowl ’85 . . Jour
ney concert ’86 . . D — U — M — B
— J — O — C — K — S . The Chalet
. . frozen locks with no cops . . Mr.
Fluff Christmas . . Mr. Cushing,
Mr. Scarano, Mr. Coughlin . .
Cats ’87 . . Pizza runs . . Kris, Jen,
Deb, Jen & St. Michelle Thaxs
Mom, Dad Noelle

Glenn G. Lovell
71 Union St. (B)
Weightlifting 1, 2, 3 HellDiving . .
Bon — Jovi . . . You’re Killin’ me
. . . Dr. Fudge and the five . . . The
Union St. Boys — Dave, Rob, Steve
and me . . . It’s Raining in my Kitch
en . . . I am by your Side . . Good
Times — K.P., D.J., R.M., S.M.,
S.P., J.C., S.M., R.A, J.B., S.W., B.F,
T.B. — I LOVE YOU FOREVER.
KATHY Thanxs Mom, Dad and
Gregg

Mark Lucius
Mark
25 Legge St. (B)
Baseball 1 — 1, Basketball 1 — 4,
Golf 5 — 4, NHS 5 — 4, Good
Friends — SD, TW, TM, RR, CM,
CP, TM, KM, RT, + JCI TWH 86,
CPH ’87. NH. Nantck CM+RT —
B/B Parties at Box, TC no fire, Gu-
shies, BF + IC, MM 86, Anchor,
ML + ML IWFY — Kevin YW —
Sue, Good Luck Kim + Katie, ILY
Mom + Dad. IWAR the McK.
Fam., 12/11/87.

Kristen Maher
Kris
62 Ramblewood Drive (BI
Summer N.H. 84 — 85 . . Indust.
Park 87 . . Joe 87 . . NOVA . .
Coughlin 84 — 85 . . Good Luck
Sully, Jim A., Lee P., Karen C., Deb,
Miska . . . Love Ya L.S., B.B., L.P.,
Thanks Everyone

Class of ’88
Adam R. Mahoney
809 Pleasant Street (R)
Soccer 1, 2OT 
Wrestling 1, 2OT
BB, BM, RC, RDA DC, TF, JC, SB,BB, TL, BM, JHSPE special girls
Rt. ED, CC, JT, BC, KS, KS, KB, JF, TM, JWNY, KEVIN
Jack, Pepe, Log, Cabinets Summers‘87 w/the Bls. Gushees, Behind the School...Parties at Lawsons and Teds...Boston Concert
4th of July wknd at Teds, Mann!!
360 camaro, 87 firebird TTTST RHONDA...THANKS For EVERYTHING MOM AND DAD...SEE YA B.R.

Erik Malby
2035 Pleasant St. (B)
Football 1234...Hockey 1234...Ski Club 123...Prime Shop 14..."MANN"‘80 2802X...Ken, Zoltan, Sue, watering on a cigarette, WIPE OUT!!!...fast cars...UMASS Amherst...Northeastern...Good times...Camp...Special Friends — KL ZC SM AG RE EW LS LL JZ SS HF "Lg" ER...MOM and DAD thanks for everything, Missy, Lauren, Brandy "GOOD LUCK" "I LOVE YOU ALL".

Paul Mancinelli
1464 Old Pleasant St. (B)
Good times with Ricky, Tim, Tonya, Howdy, Billy, Mitch, Mark. Good times at Blueberry fields...Lynnyrd Slynrd, Ozzy Aerosmith, Grateful Dead...Good times Ed-dies Pond...Thanks alot Mom and Dad, I couldn’t have done it without you...Good luck Brian and Jill!!!

Leon Marchand
20 Francis Rd. (R)
KH, CB, GN, JB Boston

Chris Marchionni
"Rocky"
125 Bayberry Cir. (B)
X — country 1...Tennis 1, 2...Hockey 1 — 4...Capt. 4...74 Chvy...82 Honda
G.T.W.G.E. B.G. J.C., P.D., L.W., Big Cat, Gone...Gold Corner
S.F.C. PPFC...Craisin'
ILY AMB...Girls...Baruchi
Wanna Play...That’s Mom&Dad
+ Boo...Good luck Brenb

Kelly Markham
Kel
899 Auburn St. (B)
DON’T WORKY MISS ROBBINS ME, MO, AND JO WILL BE BACK TO BUG YOU BYE B — R, Good Luck Everyone, WELL I FINALLY MADE IT! THANKS MOM AND DAD

Todd Martin
Tobes
866 Broadway (R)
...No Sports..."Hawaii ’81, 87"...Rock and Bridgewater Police "Chris’s Red Barbed"..."THE BAND"..."Tom’s spikes"..."Tonya and Shenni"..."Lunch with Jeff"..."EDI"..."Mahalo to Mom, Dad, Nanny, and Julie"..."I Mea E. Kanou a"

Stephen J. Mason
Steve
20 Pond St. (B)
Baseball 2...Student Council 4...Weightlifting 1 — 3...I Love You, Karla 8/5/87...Friends DJ, JR, RM, GL, TB, CD, KP, CF, KP, JC...Fire Hydrants...Bart Rock‘87...78 Monte Carlo...Dokken...Miss Regional Dance The Good Times and The Bad...Thanks Mom, Dad & Gram...Good Luck Matt..."It’s Finally Over — I Made It"...Class of 88 Rules...So Long, B — R...
Robert Mattson  
113 Union St. (B)  

Kristin McArthur  
43 LAUREL DRIVE (B)  
SOFTBALL, FLT, WAC, NHS, SKI CLUB  . . . BOSTON — HARVARD SQ . . . ROCKY HORROR W/L. J.J. & P . . . WORTHLEY. YOU'RE A CARD! ... CAMP SNOOPY ... SALISBURY BEACH lbs ... Q, C, C? ... U2 CONCERTS ... GOOD — BYE DELORES. HELLO . . . TFBSGF — EM, JH, LC, AI, LF ... KD — YMSMTM — IWNFY! . . . TYFBTVBFTW — LBNCB — NOWERY! . . . "WISH YOU WERE HERE" ... ILY McDiS! — THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING!

Daniel P. McCabe 
Dan  
143 Temi Rd. (R)  
High St. Dump ... R.M. S.T. G.C. . . . I made it ... Thanks Mom & Dad . . . USMC bound

Sharon McElroy  
49 Elizabeth Dr (R)  
Softball 2 . . . NHS 3, 4 . . . Girls' State '87 INFY; K.D . . . GTWGF ... J.J. — S.C. A.G. Laini! J.J. — L.W. Plural of one . . . Salad . . . Gumby . . . You touched me . . . You kill me ... Thanks for the lemonade C.K ... Whitehorse Beach '87 ... Junior Prom '87 . . . U2 w/B.T. 9/22/87 ... Sears ILY ... Scavenger Hunt ... roof riding ... stupido stupido ... "Becky" ... Thanks Crunch, Su — zi Josepha, Bab, and Jody ... Thanks Mom, Dad, Robin, Chuckie, Lauren.

Kevin M. McKenney  
Smooth  
169 Temi Rd. (R)  
Football 1, Basketball 1 — 4, Baseball — Capt 1 — 4, Kevn' Trish 6/10 — 12/11/87 — ILY!, Deb' Jenn, Sum '86 — BBB, Michy. Lits., Sum '87 — NF 'the gang' — TW, SD, TM, CF, TM, + ML, SFF — Nantucket w/Ret n' Jon, Pool at Ted's, A — PA! N.H — All Nitters, Gu-sheets!! Partyin' at P+WH!, hangin' w/JD+RS, Sysco w/Stee n' Jon, B — RH!, SFF — MG, MT, Alli, DC, Ted n' them, n' All the way, gang!!! NEY — LY Mom + Dad!!!

Diane McLaughlin  
993 South St. (B)  
Gymnastics 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . Capt 4 . . . NHS 3, 4 . . . VP 4 . . . Math Team 2, 3, 4 . . . GTWGF . . . LC, CF, JH, LR . . . Kim's LP . . . White Lace and Box ... Sectionals 86 ... 88' . . . Thanks Coach ... HRM and 339 — 440 . . . IWAR . . . Thanks Mom, David, Janice . . . Bye BR!

Steven McManus  
620 Broadway (R)  

Brian E. Meeney  
Be — Be  
31 Pleasant Drive (B)  
Bench 1 — 4 . . . Baseball 1 — 4 . . . 3rd Basemash ... 3 1/2 min ... 3 town cops . . . New Year's Eve — Jan 86 — 7 ... movies ... sneaker man . . . dropkick ... my woman ... P.C.C . . . Mall chase . . . Cor- verter . . . Cape trip Chiocca Curse . . . Tree . . . Opus . . . Long Dis. Dates . . . Chiocca . . . C.B . . . BF Sprout. Kerme . . . K.V. J.M.C.C. . . .Thanks to all my Friends ...
Mark E. Medeiros
Marko
131 Britton St. (R)
Football 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . Capt. 4 . . .
Spring Track 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . Winter
Track 2, 3, 4 . . . Medo's Class 3, 4 . . .
"Hey Moe!!" . . . Best of times w/
Lou P. & John S . . . The track with
Lou . . . "Absurd . . . " Great times
w/ all the Guy's . . . YK-WY-A!!GTWCM . . . Fri. Dinner w/
62 . . . Lunch w/ G.N. & D.C. . . .
O.C.L. Champs 3 yrs in a row!! Su-
per Bowl 86 — 87 . . . Thanks Coach
A. BOLTT88FT Great times in the
Crush!!! . . . Good times with O.D.
. . . Good times w/ Yelle at Yelle's
. . . The Boot!!! KMIWNYFY!!
TFE Rich YTP ILY . . . Thanks for
Everything Ma & Dad LOVE you
Always!!!!!!

Mary Beth Medeiros
Bessy
65 College Rd (B)
Soc — 123. NHS — 34. Parrying —
1354. Bes + Paul — 8/12/86
NFTCT. BF — Kathy. Friends — GB
SD, MW. Crescent — LYG. Swamp
85. Rosies. Skip Days . . . The Bump-
pus House. Tricuit. LY — TB, SR,
KM — Wish You Were Here. Aet-
ornsmith 85, 86, 87 BSGY — P+R.
Swinger. GL — Six IWALY PAUL.
Thank Mom & Dad C — Ya BR . . .
Free at last!!!

Warren J. Medeiros
Warr
1045 Vernon Street (B)
Ski Club 4 . . . Toyota 4X4 . . . Back
to the Future . . . Tour of Duty . . .
Watch out for hidden stop signs . . .
Mr. Volleyball, Tio Sancho
(TPLRB). JAB, MA, BB, GR, ER,
DC . . . Thanks Ronnie and Meryl,
Where's the raise? . . . Mom, Dad,
and the family thanks for everything.

Karen J. Merritt
79 Elizabeth Dr. (R)
Soccer 1 — 4 . . . Track 3, 4 . . . Ski
Club 4 . . . Panto vs. Zeffe . . . KP,
TR — #1 Ruggeds . . . BF, "BUBBIL-
EMAN" . . . GUM GUM GUM!!
. . . SM, you kill me . . . "In my
cunt!!" . . . MM, "ATCH!!" . . . CK,
"How are we?" . . . Bit, aryngon-
nado . . . I ain't scared of you . . .
Good luck KM . . . Thank Dad, I
love you.

Robert T. Meyer
Rob
672 So. Main St. (R)
Tennis 1, 2, 3 "High St. Dump" . . .
'82 Vet . . . D.M. S.T.G.C., E.J. I
Made It!!! Thanks Mom and Dad.

Kathleen L. Michaud
"MICH"
31 Oak Ridge Ln. (B)
F.H. 1 — 3/Skning 1 — 4 PROM '87
Capebound/"the hammock"/
Campy/FL '86 P/F/GF — KS, SV,
AK, JB, JC, CC, NB, BB, JF/S.C.G.
& BWATER GIRLS — "too cute"/
SOMF/ JEFF — TISBM! IWA-
LYB/Good Luck '88 I lay you all!
Thanks to Phaneuf, Holmoe, and to
Jeff, I owe ya one Ma and Dad. You're the best!

Shawnne Michaud
"Shoo"
266 Nichols Rd. (R)
Angora onion . . . Sue's driving! . .
camp headache . . . bald hair . .
B.P., D.R. . . . Proud of you Sue . . .
Thanks for everything Bill . . . Stay
together K.P. + G.L. — R.A. +
P.S. . . Just the beginning . . . LLY.
Mom, Dad + Hans.
Matthew L. Mincone
"CONE"
58 Mill Street (R)

Mark A. Mistrutta
Marko
91 Atkinson Dr. (B)

Timothy Monaghan
Tim
387 Bridge St. (R)

Stacie Mooney
533 Conant St. (B)
BOT W/SM. JM. RC. VB. JB. LC. MF. LD. sum of 57, Jenn's cottage JM, all mighty thor. #5 oh - R.R. Track! This exit Stace! VROOM! CUTS! Joe, you did break the wine glass! Not the pit the pit, the pit the pit the pit pit! Shell, I'm lost! Is this pink lloyd? 4th per w/Ricky. Friday the 13th! SWBWC - yum! whole letter love But that's ok? Sean - ILY the best is yet to come. Thanx mom i'll good luck Rob. The bump. I can do that! BOOM! B.K. Bound! Bye B.R.

Michael Moran
Mike
63 Deerfield Dr. (B)

Christopher Moscardelli
MOSCA

Robert A. Motza Jr.
Big B
287 Oak St (B)

Brian Moruzzi

Class of '88
IAR Luv 2, Ant's Murray • Capt. Much!!! AWESOM thanx 4 2. Tennis "G/L...
Damn Jeffrey 12/27/87 4. H.G. varsity Capt. Huey! Who's 2, Holly — cokecans 2, "4 SEA-SCs Thanx B.F. OC.B. PPFCC ABFF "Thanks for everything... "Thanks Mike for everything... "Thanks Mom, Dad, & Nan. Love you all lots... "Bye B-R... "

Gary Nelligan
41 Oak St (R)

Jeffrey Nichols
Jeff
28 Sherwood LN. (R)
Wrestling 1 — 3... BT w/BF '89 Yota 4x... 12/17/87 — 1/1/88 w/ Hiner & Chris SQ's at CP's... '88 New Yes, Bath... Who's Klowed! Yaaaaa! C. B. Gang... S.P.D. & A. ... Hector! I N F Y M.C. ... L Y Bon. Thanks Ma & Dad... G/L Bri Later B-R... Much!!!

Suzanne Niles
Sue
27 Warren St. (R)
Tennis 2 — 4, Ski 1 — 4, NF Stowe! ...SC's — thanx J... DNSWJD ... Huay! ... AWESOM X's W/ AWESOM FRIENDS... Ant's parties... ABFF Lizbeth... doowop... variety... cokecans... PPFCC ...LY 12, PD, TM, TW, SD, CP, HH, LP, KT, JS & AS!... ILU Marks!... Holly UR Wild... please, no more cruisin'... IAR-YTC... GNO — BNI!!!... SEASONS CHANGE... thanx & ILU M.D. & FAM!

Megan O'Donnell
Meg
178 Oak Street (B)
Skiing 1, 2, 3, 4... Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4... Language Club 1, 2, 3, 4... O beach... L gang KD DP MB & WD Good Luck! u2 LF KJ LG JH KS BA MM & M2! JR, prom... NH on YD 86 & Stowe 87... Shop? CA, with ML... Danny 11- 26-86... Thane Mom, Dad & Kate 1 Luv Ya!!!
Janice Oliveira
1871 BROADWAY (R)
TODD 7/1986 JR PROM 7/2086 7/2186... 
C.W. B. SHOWER... CRYSTALS
P.A.C.C... HORSENECK
GOOD TIMES w/LISA W...
X.A.X, NICK, JEAN, THUMBS UP
NEW YEARS EVE 7/1... J & F WEIR, THE VILLAGE
THANKS TO THOSE WHO
KNEW I COULD DO IT I LOVE YOU MOM, TODD, GEORGE & GRAM

Kirstin Olson
Kris
515 Lakeside Drive (B)
Points 1, 2, 3... Ski Club 1, 2, 3,...
Good Times w/special friends...
T.F.C. SS, RO, BV, MP, AND
THE DD GANG... Tim 12/26/86
... Y/AVS/T/M... T/B/L/W/P/W
H in bWater... Wash, DC 87 w/
Pom's... The Family Mobile... R/
N/TT/P/W/C & S... Deathrider w/C & S... Wyoming 87
New Years Eve 86 & 87... Thank
You Mom + Dad. I LOVE YOU.

Elizabeth A. O'Meara
Liz — "Bubbles"
45 Bayberry Cir. (B)
M.C. 2 — 4... S.D. 86... ILY
T.M 10/12/87... JIM... BETH... 
BF... my Words & Music... Fla.
86... Cool breeze... Riding w/
KM... infy... Loom SP... Kama-
kaiz - 5/7... twchi Mel... wip... 
HORSENECK... Rokick Steady 7/12
JL... JS, CK, BC... "Blass is
ready... "Jeff RU listening?"...
"Right now... P.D." TOKI, B.D.
Mosca "yom"... 12/15/87... Pros-
pect H.ST... 1wheelin... mel —
nbble... Lovya ma. dad, Sue

Christina Otteit
120 Briarcliff Rd. (R)
Field Hockey 1-4 Capt... ILLB 7/
22/85... to eternity... WMY, TB
and SR... Who gave me a harder
time my sixx and LB... Old friends
AK, JA, BM... Remember Tracey
TNT... 87 summer with IID, K&W
Party w/K-T-T-Sherry d I
Sharon then Bick's... Brightams
Really Bean/ Good Parties DR
Breakfast Charlie Tanx Pluff Real-
ly Pac + Das I owe it all to U MOM
+ Dad

Fay N. Pacheco
Nicky
1089 Locust Street (R)
"I Love You Richard... Carl +
Christopher — Luv You Both...
Friends NR JR LJ SD LF KK JO
T.M.B... BC 4th B-Day... Hor-
seneck... Concerts... Ozzy... 
"95... New Years '88... "Good
Job GW"... SMASH... Partying
Spots... Best Friends Cath You
Make Me Laugh!... Good Luck!
... Mom — I love You... Dad —
Thanks, Your The Best... I Love
Ya!

Tim Pacheco
349 Hill St. (R)
Concerts 1, 2, 3, 4... Parties 1, 2, 3, 4
... Pets... Bumpus... My House
... I made it... R.I.P. Ted... I love
ya Ma, Dad, Jamie.

Melissa Sue Palmer
Fab Jimmie Melissa
54 Carl Rd. (R)
JPGC... DG: JPS77 — MF, BB — LH,
Cal, 87, Fri. at LHx:
8/10/87, BT’s — DP, 123 LOOK
RUAV: Awesominess; Bubbles; Ho-
tel Olson; The Corner, FPA; Siping
w/JK; Crash; Twine: MS... ERA all
the way: PCC; J11 "Control", Relax,
Calvin! "Tiger" (N. on Elm St.),
BAGUALLY DD Crew — CR, SS, SB,
NL, CD, HW, BV, RO, DF, VM;
NY Fat DD "The People"; Thanx
M + D!!

Patrick Palopoli
"Pat"
19 Concerta Drive (B)
Golf 1, 2, 3, 4... Basketball 1, 2,
Ski Club 1... 78 Grand Prix...
Whitesnake... "Is This Love"... I
knew I would make it... I LOVE
YOU MOM + DAD, JEFF

Class of '88
Melanie J. Park
Mel — z
16* Elm St (R)
Tom 10/19/87 — SWMA; BWLYF
...Km IMY; BFF... Spec. Friends
— L.O. SO; JC; Ti; CM; ML; RT, MM...
Sno Camp 85 — 87 I.WN. FGY... Fl. 86. ... Jr. Prom...
Frball game w/KM — I.WNY Ka- nikan — TWCH!
...Summer Nights Liz — LPL /
Horse neck 87 ... Rockin Steady 7/12/87 ... Beach Boys ... Snatch Neck w/Tom
...Manny's Party 87 ... FADP...
Thanks Mom; Dad, Su & Kenny —
ILY ... Liz — wmv. sh. bff...

Lee Pashalopoulos
180 Main St. (B)

Lauren Perchard
750 King Philip Street (R)
Track 1... Cheering 4... Summer
of 86 — THE BEST! (vu y T & S1)
... R.R. Room ... Miss you Kevin
— I.WNY... W.H.A.M! Good
friends: AD, KS, MT, SN, LW, HS,
JC, RC, PD, CM, KB, AS T & the
guys ... A's attic ... Guest passes
... 1985... LV w/JB ... chronic
... Jr. Prom — ANTI GRAVITY!
...Please, no more cruisin'!
...Decorating w/M. A. J. & D...
"Girls' night out ... Stay hyper Paul!", I love you Mom and Dad
...Best of luck Barbie!!! ... Bye now
B — R!!

Fred Perkins
Perks
50 Laurel Ln.
Football 1, 2, 3. 4. 5. skiing ... cape
cod ... Boscon concert ... Morley
Concert ... Aug. 2, 198* FILW
Lake Live ... Bill Joel Horse neck
Beach ... Frs. L.L. JP; D.P; R.D.
S.K; M.L; J.B ... Thanks Mom and
Dad for everything...

Brenda Peters
35 Prospect Hill St. (R)
"Lunch Jr. Year ... "R.A. S.M. Gas
station visits" ... movies w/R.
"Shut up!" ... D.P.; K.P.; M.P.
races to school ... "Big red truck"
...C.P. home room and lots of rides
... L.R. Reading lab ... Eng. 11
C.P.; J.W.; J.B. ... Thanks K.P.; S.P.
R.A., S.M., C.P. for making H.S. as
fun as can be expected. Be Happy!
Thanks Dad. Mom. and the tribe!
CALIFORNIA FOREVER SM!!

Kathleen Peters
334 Bridge Street (R)
Tennis 1, 2. ... Ski Club 1, 2 Glenn
Iuv Y 4 eva sweetie! ... machtoche
the hospital ... P.C. C. w/B.J. 87
... D'angio ... No, this is Kathy
... Thanks for all the good times —
G.L., S.P.; S.M.; R.A. ... Sue, the
fistas ... Big Ben. Parliament! ... I
can still feel the taste! ... Makin'
hamburgers — E.R. ... Funny!
Thanks Mom, Dad, John — Phew!
ILY! See Ya!

Christine Peter
658 broadway (R)
track 1 ... 11:46:85 and still going
strong ... T.W.K. ... 4 of us ... 3rd
period w/amy ... Junior Prom ...
summer of 86 ... mall w/ t.s. and
j.s. ... friends forever c.p. a.s. d.c.
m.c. t.s. BILLY I LOVE YOU
...THANKS MOM and DAD ...
GOOD LUCK CANDY and
BECKY ...
John Ray Ralli
Rakk
507 South St. (B)
Are you alright "NO"... The Dude
... Falling out of desks ... ED, Dr.
S, MM, SQ, BM, LL, QUAD ...
ARUBA "86 ... YA volleyball w/
FOOTY, rotate Forged passes ...
They got me ... Bodysurfing at the
Divi Divi ... The shot was wide ...
AC/DC ... Crystal ... IWFY
AUNTY HELEN ... Good luck
Jackie, Mike, Big Eb. Thanks Mom
& Dad

Allison Rapp
45 Alice Rd. (R)
Posts 1 — 4 ... tennis ... Wash.
D.C. 87 Under the bed ... skiing 87 ...
— 88 Awesomites, "the clan" ...
Summer 87, Hampton beach ...
camp Yomechas - best of times w/
the gang CK, VR, WC, JS, KM, RA ...
oreo hinges ... The Purity Test
All nights, Taunton w/Jen ...
"Just wanna have a good time" ...
Chow runs — J's Celica ... Diane —
"Sweet Dreams" Potential Energy ...
... Many great times, many good
memories ... Thanks Mom, Dad,
friends ... Good Luck Everyone!

Guido Rea
TERMINATOR
50 Oak Ridge Lane (R)
Ski Club 3, 4 ... Stick ups Blue
Bomber, I need Anti-freeze ... S —
Game, no head shots, S — Game
Team: RL, CC, TC, MF, BB, BB,
CC, MB ... Hey — Greg ... Maine
'86, 4 pointer ... 12 gauge auto, the
machine it jammed ... A.S. is BAD!
... Garboyles ... F.F.T.F.; GR, WL,
MB ... Thanks, Dad, Mom, Nel.
Fil. + Ant. Jr.

Susan Quinn
Quinnie
24 Macy Street (R)
Soccer 1 — 4, Bask 1 — 4 Capt 4 ...
... Softball 2 — 4 Capt 4 ... Best of
times/KB, CC, CF, MB, CT, KD,
WD, EK, JR, LL ... JLM ...
"Isn't that special." Jazz cons/KB,
CC, FS ... DVB, 1ed. period. Lunch
Club — 1 ... I Love Intro Analy-
sis ... I Live for Cycle Center! —
Thanks Mom & Dad

Robert M. Reddy Jr.
Rex
26 Stony Brook Rd. (R)
Golf 1 — 4 ... Basketball 1 — 4, Spring
Track 2 ... Good Friends, TM, SD, T
W, ML, CP, TM, JS, JC ... NVE
'87, Gusbers TTN OASS w/TM, SD, CG, MM, CPH '87, ML, ML,
SOCC, PM Crew, GF — MF, MY,
NIG, IWARY — Rev. Thaxn Mom,
Dad, and Sue.

Esin Margaret Reed
145 Norlen P.K (B)
Basketball 1, 2, 3 ... Ski Club 1, 2 ...
P.O.D. ... Deb "Did I Ask?"
... Attarah HC w/S.D. ... Junior Prom
CW/Nw/G.R. ... "You Don't
Know Zip" ... Good Friends D.C.,
Kate — Christmas ... Thanks
Mom + Dad I Love You. Good
Luck Meg

Lisa Rees
Reesey
91 South Drive (B)
Dance 1, 2, 3, 4 ... Short is Beautiful ...
... My best friend, Cher ... Maui
10/10/87 ... "you're great Zamba-
bor" ... "Watch your nose Bill"
... New Year's Eve 87 ... Aeros-
mith ... Best times with CF, DI, KS,
LC, KS, PB, MB, GW, CG, LP, &
DM ... Love Ya Giz — Chubs ...
yellow Toyota ... Dave, thank you
for being there for me. I Love You
... Lots of Love Mom & Dad &
Brad ... Good-bye BR!

John Paul Reilly
Riles
220 Bedford St. H6 (B)
Golf 1, 2, 3, 4 Capt (4)... Tennis 1, 2,
3, 4 Capt (3, 4) ... Basketball 1 ...
World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4 ...
National Honor Society 3, 4 ...
WSJGT — FLTS ... Jimmy Olivar
... Yanks/Skins ... PGA National.
TPC Houston ... Chips ... Only 4
more years ... HMUN ... HMC ...
Presidential Classroom ... Good
Luck Mark ... Thanks Mom, Dad,
Aunt Susan.
Tracy Anne Rubadou
152 Elm Street (B)

Cheryl A. Rienendeau
29 Mark Drive (R)
Poms 1, 2, 3 . . . Good Times w/ Special Friends KO, SS, RO, TF, MP . . . & the DD gang SB, CD, NL, HW, SS, DF, KB, VM . . . Bobby ILY '10/3/87 U/RVSTM . . . Wash. D.C. '87 w/ Emily Clan . . . BL/WH in B/water . . . Florida '85, 87 . . . RN in the PL w/ SS & KO . . . Lukasburg . . . NYE '87 @ DD . . . Relax Calvin
. . . Im in 'CONTROL'. . . TSIO Bobby . . . Thanks Ma & Dad, LY

John Rice, Jr.
Jay
171 Elm St. (B)

Nytee D. Rucker
59 Pleasant St. (B)

Jennifer Saccoca
Jen/Pocket
76 Dean St. (B)
F.L.L., T.I., Y.BkA, Poms 2 — 4 CC 4 Wash/Marriot x/2/NYE @ Evans/4 of us/CPA/R1 x s/tinm/rn2m/ Mr. w/ b.pant/ Bk/Race/HiWw's/ ScJs & J/m's w/heck DEK/W/P/ K's/S.A.C./J.L. w/a&l/a. bys S/Chris — P/J/Miss 2nd-—&/J/15s — a, l, d Prom — j/T&E/pete/ s/shaws/ dywnt/ T&M havin fun always/GFF: KB, JW, TS/F-v, c.a, e&l, j, a, t, k, l, m/LY&M&B/gi-Jul. Gina/ndbf

David Rollins
87 Spring Hill Ave (B)
Floyd... Rush ... Waters ... ME-GADETH ... Nova ... Carvers pond . . . "We must deliver the papers" . . . SL, DI, PJ, JR, RC, GC, MK ...

Kelley Saunders
Goofy
456 Vernon St. (B)

Class of '88

Mrs. McGurce,
Thank you for being a great English teacher,
I learned a great deal from your class. I don't think you will ever have an English class like ours again so I hope you enjoyed our class. I also hope all of your students find a good home.

Kelley ♥
Joseph Savino
JOE
111 Wendell Ave.
FINALLY MADE IT... 1986 Z8
... Brockton high 83, 86, 87...
Thank — you dad, ma, grandma...
good luck eventer!

Holly Scheffler
371 Hayward St. Bridge.
Ballet in Cambridge, 86 — 88 H.S.B.
— 84 — 86, Danse Fantast —
G.T.W. T.B. — Summer 86, APA
with K.W. — L.L. U. Fancy’s...
Summer 87 — Les Grandes Ballet
Canadien Montreal — L.L. U.!!
G.T.W. G. F. — K.S., A.D., J.B.
“A.S.” — T.U.S.M. — H & H in
India, Heidi — L.L.U., L.L. U. M &
D — Thanks, U.R.T.Best!

Michelle Carolyn Sellstone
“Mich”
12 Bridge Street (B)
FH 2 — 4, Ski 1 — 4, Trk 2 — 3...
Bomber... 10 Honks?... ONJ...
SFEBT... Florida 86... What
Ketchup JK2?... Jr. Miss... Special
Fris — PZ, DS, TT, SS, JK, RL, CB,
GG, CF, IR, MB, PB, KS, Bri, Kell,
KF... San. Dom w/RP... Tam
(400)... Jr. Prom Court — Nice
Flowers Glenn!!... CB — L.Y
“BUNCHES”... Effers... Good
Luck Greg!! Bleacher Bound?!!
Your Place... Love You Mom,
Dad, Mike + Rusty... Bye
Cheeko, Mrs.C & B-R!!!
Almost college bound??!!! strange!

Amy Shearstone
111 Britton Street (R)
I Love You Lance... 12/31/86 and
forever... April 11th... never for-
get that!! New Years Eve 87 and 88’
... Junior Prom... Sledding and
snowball fights w/Lance... 68’ Car-
maro... in another accident! Jan 15
— best b-day ever!! yellow roses!
Thanks for always being here for me
Lance... 3rd period w/cp... thanks Mom and Dad, good luck lil’
brother!

Robert Sherman
305 King Street (R)
Basketball, Soccer, Track, Home-
boy, Hector, Ferrari, Magnum...
Gushy’s... I.LY — Kim, Good
Luck, TFMUTM... Jimbo, U.R.
Bon Jovi J.R. My Hairdresser...
L.L.F, JD, CP, ED, JN, BC, JT, RL,
DA, TM, MM, KT, Cool J. Burky’s
Fires... Thanks Mom, Dad, Pat,
Jacky, and Kristen... Thanks Kev!!

April D. Sheely
180 Whitman Street (B)
ILY Tamika 2/4/87... Boston High
87... Coca-cola... 48... LVRSO
... No Problem Jen... NG S-85...
lav ya Ma... good luck step

Beth Shepard
40 Vernon St. (B)
Best of times w/M.L, H.W, L.O...
April 25, 1980... skatin w/ Liz...
stick at maple... Sunday mornings
w/mike... Nauset Beach... Flor-
ida w/mike... Soc Hop... THE
CRASH!!... Jr. Prom w/mike...
“That was a red light mike”
... Beach Boys w/ M.L, L.O, J.M.
Gumby... I Love you Mike...
Thanks Dad, Mom... love ya.
Paul Sheridan  
Harpo  
34 Fiske Drive (B)  
Soccer 1, 2, 4, Wrestling 1 I will always love you Betsy 8/12/86  
play State Gas Van  Good friends BM, CB, SK, JN, RC, AM  Germany  Nova Scotia  Horseneck Beach  Mental Rentals  Zoo Crew  New Years Eve 87/88 w/ Bes  Peachtree  Aerosmith 87  Edgewood Hiest  Stone Road  You're outta control BM  Air Force 7/22

Christopher Shirsky  
Steven  
50 Austin St (B)  
Boston Aug. 15 Centrum Dudzi  
Horseneck, w/BB, BB typing 1  
GF, BB, BB, MK, SL, LL, GS, KV  
EFR  BBSSIV  The Vette  
USAFA  Ash St. Franco's  
ML, SP (for) LM thanx Mrs. C, JW  
sww/KM, LP, SV, KC, LS, PM,  
Mr. H. SO  Spanish 1, I'll give up  
thanks. Ma, Dad I made it!  

Lance Shiverdecker  
Romance  
2 Jerome Street (R)  
Hockey 1, 2, 4, 7  Good times in  
the 68 Camaro and Rabbit with a  
s  Amy  12/31/86 and forever!!  
Juniper Prom  April 11th.  
Never forget that Amy!! San's house  
w/As  Hockey Petition  Remember  
all the good times A.Si  
Thanks Mom and Dad and Amy!  
Good Luck Heidi!!

Kelli Silva  
1720 High St. (B)  
Good Friends  KB DF $B BB  SF  
N/B TM SD TF JB BM RC DC AD  
Partying at Gushers  New Yr Eve  
w/Rob S DIM DIM ICKY JF prom w/Sez  
Scott you don't need the aggravation. It's OK I still  
love ya.  DC (Don't tell) Kel  
"YGAH"  always Summer of 87  
w/Adam I Love You! FU-SG 1/9/88  
— John IHTWO  Luv ya  
McKenney Fam!! Good Luck Amy.  
Be Good Katie. I luv ya  Thanx  
Mom and Dad. (Your job is over  
now) I LUV YA!! Bye Bye B-R!

Michelle Silva  
Shelly  
291 Forest Street (R)  
DAVID  Forever Autumn  
Chasin Imaginary Trains THE ZOO/  
DC/TP  Fun Bumps MP & The  
women of the 80's Feb — March —  
April — May — I'll Miss You  
McD's, Big Mac w/CL  The future  
looms ahead  Moody Blues  
YES love will find a way  
Suck it up and tough it out  
Thanx Mom Bill & Dave

Colby Skalscis  
Colby  
124 Union Street (B)  
Failing 1, 2, 3, 4  Passing 5  
Good times w/B.C., T.B., S.G.,  
D.G., M.C., M.B., K.W.  Mickey  
Crue  Dio w/ Dave  The Globe  
Crue  Parties at my house  
Senior prom in the hospital  
Sorry Allison  Thanks for being  
there Mom. and Kev.

Albert G. Smith, III  
Al  
Pine Street (R)  
Football 1  Wrestling 1  Track  
series 12th  Aspen  Party  
Cut Parties  Concerts  Anthrax  
— AC/DC — Triumph  D.L.R.  
Thats! Thank you Mr. O.D.  
Mrs. Chadwick, Nunes, and Childs  
Haven't forgot you Shelby  
Have NFL!!  Thanx Mom and  
Dad.

Kimberly M. Smith  
940 Forest St. (B)  
Track 1  Field Hockey 2  4  
GFW/GP*LP/AD/MT HS JF MC  
TF & all the guys & gang  the  
bls ILYA! we concerts w/  Smr'  
of 86 RR Room TW & SD IWF  
N.H. ILY KEVIN WMY!  
Scott 10/24/86 ILYALY  mansion  
6/11/87  ADs attic 1350  
Sats  CNO  Gushers  
W.H.A.M. NY eve 86 — 87 OA  
AD — JPF!  Now we've done  
it all! GL Chris Thanx Mom &  
Dad.
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Firebird.

LOVE iu.

Elec

word Mr.

frog 4

Summer CF.

run Dunkin'

Softball Snack Marrio See.

party Macho Special.

Whitesnake Rock.

S.P.H!

12YRS. — asleep-

RO.

M. New good.

older fooled

GTWGF.

Comp.

won't

Thanks —.

Newport Wa-

LUFP, Ames

Wash.

Summer Ric.

• L Made

u Mike Love B.P.S.

Winter.

Naughty Fee’s Love Bill’s and AG OK.

Chev.

Hanging/Bowling Cross.

Dumpster 66

Camino die XL

Thanks where + Joe.

will it to 20 I

JS.

Matt Splaine

Sphinneack

20 Beal Road (B)

Thanks to JS, SS, DR. Lenaherless where did the road go . . . party sum-

mer. I am 1 and 2 . . . B.P.S . . . I’m finally “out of here” . . . Love to MA + Joe.

Keith Souza

199 Bridge St (B)


Dawn Spacone

Giggles

533 Oak Street (B)

I Made it for’s . . . Thanks Colleen College Town Crew . . . Love Ya Ma + Dad . . . Old Times LL, JK, KM, KL, SM, SD, FR, DW . . . See Ya Mr. C . . . Naughty Nighties . . . Car-

ry Os Peg . . . 12YRS. ro go Kenny . . . Summer of 86 w/Mike . . . Wa-


Amy Lynne Sprague

田

Sprague

38 Covingon St. (B)

Field Hockey 2, 3, 4 . . . Softball 2 . . . Ski Club 1 . . . . . asleep-

@Stowe 2, 3 CF — CRITICAL! . . . Prom w/MP . . . Jr. Prom w/KB . . . CAPE COD! . . . M. Regional — Jr. Miss . . . GWGF — ST & AML2


Suzanne Squizorzo

Sazie Q, Seuss

380 King Street (R)


Traci Stafford

T — Tra

74 Walnut St. (B)

strack 1 — 4, w/track 2 & 3, soccer 3, gym 1 . . . LUFF, Oct. 11, ooooh, Nov. 20 . . . Marrio X2 . . . C.P. al-


Boston Mr. W, . . Ider y L drove! . . . word . . Newport beach . . . peace ’il red ’verte . . . MERCEDES w.o.m.h! . . . won’t get u . . . I need Luv u talkin’ 2me? MADE IT DAD! I fooled ya, jo got up 2 u! Mike 1 lu, ma, dad, fam, me n u Pete! I LOVE YOU ’87—Always! “Word”
Sherry Stankevitz  
Stank  
1140 PLYMOUTH ST. (B)  
GOOD LUCK ... L.A. L.P. J.O.  
N.C. D.B. K.W. S.F. D.R. H.C. DE.  
BRA & LILKEN BRYANT & JEAN ... AEROSMITH ... LYN-  
YRD SKYNRD ... SUMMER JAM ... SKIING JAY PEAK ...  
CANOE TRIP ... HA HA ... CRYSTAL ORANGES TA-  
BLES ... 68' CAMARO ... 69 MUSTANG ... THANK GOD  
WE'RE OUT OF HERE ... LOVE YA MA.

Stephanie Simone Stanley  
Stepha  
1049 North Main St (R)  
F.Hockey 1 ... 4 Ski 1 ... 4 W.Track  
1 ... 2 Tennis 1 ... 3 Special Friends  
KP, TR, MS, LV, JZ, Nov 9 ...  
Capri ... Chew Junior Miss #13.  
Lucky? I believe in a little adventure? C.P & C.R Waroo! Dreams are  
life's reality ... I/L/U Mom, Dad,  
Bub Mem ... Your queen has made  
it!! They want me!

Joseph Stanton  
503 Hall St. (R)  

Brad Stavrou  
Moo-Moo  
501 Pleasant St. (R)  
Spring Track 1 ... 2 ... Nancy 11/29/  
85 ... Ocean Beach ... New Year's  
'87 ... Chris's parties ... Weekend  
Night's ... "KID" ... Di-Smoker ...  
Grasshoppers, Pelicans, Toucans ...  
Watch That Curve ... The Crew:  
N.T., J.B., P.F., C.L., D.O., J.H.,  
D.C., P.M., ... Thanks Mom, Dud.  
Nancy, and Steph.

Justin Stevens  
Jetto  
524 main st. (B)  
Main & Berkeley ... Trac, B ...  
ever 1964 ... 1967 ... Locomotive breath ...  
Nancy My braten in plymouth ... Work with Scott and  
Glen Tracie's blizzard of a benefit ...  
Jethro Tull ... Walkuku ... Crapo street ... Justin, James, Traci, and the  
regal ... Thanks to all ... Ma ...

Kelly Stevens  
(60 Edward Road (R)  
Softball 1, 2, 3, 4, Capri 4 Fieldhockey  
1, 2, 3, 4 Ski Club 1, 2, 3 NF STOWE  
... F.I. Camp ... Fight 
Good Friends — JJ, TH, LV, JB ...  
ILMC Jr. Prom SC ... GATA Cape Cod ... HOFSY ...  
The bucket ... GTWG ... Live to Sleep Special 
Memories, SK ... The Lake ...  
Drain the Macaroni, Summer of '87  
Campin SYIFSC ... SC, IWAR-  
ATGT ... PAHJHH ... Pictionary Parties! ... THANKS MOM, DAD,  
AND SCOTT, I Love U

Ken Seiles  
"Zamboni"  
25 Alexander Dr. (B)  
Ski Club 1 ... 4 ... Soccer 1, 2 ...  
Basketball 1 ... For, Lang 2 ... 4  
Lee Malaka, chocolate donut ... Kelley  
toll pap ... Cher and the banana ...  
Lisa 88 ... Radical skiing w/MB, PB ...  
Ice Rink ... Bathrooms at B.K.  
... New Year's Eve '87 ... the three  
amigos ... guitar ... Tammy $3.25  
... Haw. Gard w/Don Ho ...  
GWLhrs ... JB, KI, MS, SS, CS,  
JH, ... Thanks Mom

Eric Stone  
Stoney  
319 Bridge St. (R)  
Soccer 1 ... 4 ... Arnold, Sergio +  
BB ... HI+ the madness ... JC  
+ the TA ... Red ... rigging the  
lights ... The Cape, Nickerson State  
+ MS ... Spring bull ... fishin  
AAA ... KS — the pit, the rock  
+ the lawn ... Wildside ... orange  
... arm wrestling w/TA, JC + BG  
... Demolition ... WKFT  
FI Wake, WTLL, RJD ... Poss-  
sessed ... protein ... Miyagi  
S.Pliskas

Class of '88
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James C. Streeto  
Jim, MJ, Fuzzy  
150 Bayberry Circle (B)  
CC: 1...  Golf 2, 4... S... Track 1  
- - 4... W... Track 1 = 4 capt 4  
BIG DOG! My PARENTS ARE  
HOME!... "WGGL" "Making  
Cookies" = WOW!... I Don't  
Ski!... Bobbi... The field...  
Horseneck... The Steed Team...  
RACK 'EM!... Fake ID... B - R  
What a joke... All the Guys...  
Lone Wolf... 1WALYA... Cheeko  
- "Get out there and go!"... Mr.  
Donut!... Thanks Mom & Dad...  
CoCo = G/L!

Maureen Sullivan  
Moe  
109 Lakeside Dr. (B)  
DREAMS... New Years Eve 86'  
... TM, LJ, MG, HD, LD. 131...  
BOSTON... FLORIDA  
LFTCNMBHY  
ITITEMTYA... FINALLY...  
THANKS MOM + DAD

Patrick M. Sullivan  
SULLY  
9 COMFORT ST. (B)  
Band 1 - 4... Jazz Club 1 - 4...  
Ski Club 2 - 4... Computer Club 2 - 4...  
& P.C.C. 84 & 85... Super  
Bowl 85 & 86... D.C. 87 "the  
longest bed in the world"... Saturday  
Morning Football... "Guiding  
Right"... Hey, Cappa = P.G.B.S.  
... Say Hi KA, CC, KL, KS,  
BS, MC... Keri: I love you  
always 10/23/87... Thanks Mom,  
Dad and Shan - I love you too!!

Kristen Sapelle  
28 Concerta Dr. (B)  
G/F KM, KH, DK, JK, Miss ya  
Sheldon/Batty Party/ Keen/De  
rudolphs nose/BK Path/Block Party/  
DK Color Much/ LJ/S FLML/  
Taunton/Bod Boys/BWater Girls/  
Deans Greenlin MD 85 HI, KM,  
DF/PJ/ Fern Area/Club85/Corko-  
out CB/Water Towers/Fisk, Corri-  
evau and Neilton residence /PJ with  
Tony PPP/LD 86/IFWK/Summer of  
85/ DDI/W/A/L/Y/Thanks  
Mom, Dad, Carolyn and David (the  
brother I never had)

Sean Swain  
236 Comfort St. (B)

Donald Sweetman Jr  
Sweetwater  
395 Oak St (B)  
Wrestling 1, 2, 3, 4, Capt Print shop  
3, 4 MANN Freshman Football  
Workstudy 2, 3, 4 Parties at 902 High  
Sr... Six month of freedom...  
Framingham State... Nighthawk  
Toyoya... 4 wheeling in the Datsun...  
Freeport VT... Cabin in Maine...  
Wonder miss third period...  
Lounge runs.

James Lyman Tebou  
22 Willis Rd (B)  
Basketball 1 - 4 capt 4... 69 Fair-  
lane... Flatbed... Van3 with JP &  
BB Farm 87 J & B with J & B...  
Garage Project... Back out of BB  
Truck... BAR HARBOR Feeding  
Fish... Out Of Gas, Daves House  
Tebou COW... Good Times  
With DS, JB, TQ, BB, JP... I Got  
Away... Thanks MOM & DAD I  
will make it... N.AN, GRAM, &  
GRAMPS BUILDIN MANY LES-  
SONS LEARNED

David A. Terpeny  
D.D.T.  
25 Douglas Dr. (B)  
X Country/1/Drama 1, 2, 3 World  
Affairs 1, 2, 3, 4, Regional Sound 1,  
2, 3, 4 Ferro's Hotel/Let's eat! Wey-  
ken/UtOr/JC/Tv Party H.R. 116/  
Hey Alf/Drokk It Kiss/Zig//  
G.N./ Moshing Monty Python/  
John 3:16 R'n'R Fantasy/So uncool  
Imagine/Saint/Mom & Dad Tom-  
day's Memories Today Rock on!
Stephanie Vallarelli
Steph
125 Pleasant Drive (B)

Toniis Veenere
295 Laurel St. (B)
Metal Madness . . . Jamming with Mike and Chris . . . MF and CI . . . you know who you are . . . Best of luck . . . Pokey and Goofy . . . J.M.P. Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Derek A. Verhoorn
35 River St. (R)

Lisa Veronesi Lee
610 Vernon St. (B)
Good friends, JC, MA, GS, PE, and esp. SB . . . and DP fibr. . . Rem. . . . JD, and EB Cruise 'n with Mike . . . DE, IWLYFA. Goodbye to everyone . . . thank you mom and dad! c u later

Linette Villegas
69 Jennings Drive (R)

Scott Volpe
160 Pleasant St. (B)

Michael Walentien
10 Elizabeth Dr. (R)

Laconette Walker Toni
115 Redwing Drive (B)
Wayne R Wallace
Spazz
1150 Pleasant (B)
Driving the mad mad One Way Street. Wow. Will time has come to say good bye!!! Good Times's bad times. He's a Bird the mad will always live... zoom the Dr Moore. Come into My Room. Good luck. Mark. Thanks Mom ? Dad!!!!!

Ernie Warren
Band 1-4, 9, 11. Chillin' 1-5
Kelly 9-18-87... 2, green 1, eva... CJ... JC... GA... R.S.. B.K... D.B... K.T... G.P... M.M... B.C... K.L... "Are those new sneaks?" "Take a bath in Swansea... "FLEX"... 12/27 "sniff" is "yay"... The B.K. Crew... Ears Inc... mini golf... flying dice... Intermission Exhibition... Happy New Year... "ANGEL" a.k.a. Kelly... I Love You... Thnx, Ma, Dad, K. A, C...

Michael Washburn
98 Oak Ridge Lane (B)
Spring track 1, 2, 5, 4. Capt. 4. Winter track 2, 3, 4. Capt. 4... Cross Country 2, 1, 4. Capt. 4... All - Star All - Scholastic. Ricos Market... E.B.Y.M.C.A. W.S.L. A.L.S... Stargazy... Triathlon 2, 3, 4... France 87... Endurance. Volleyball 3, 4. Nautilus... BSC, Jr. + St. Prom '87. Thanks For The Times! Lisa F. M.E. Rocky... Ms2, T.D... C.C. Mr. J + Cheeks, CJ, C.M., K.F., C.A., G.M., and Mom + Dad!

Catherine Webber
Cathy
15 Roberts Rd. (B)
Christopher Paul 8/30/87 I love you... B.F. A ever Nick good times at T.P.s Friends -- NP/RP/TP/JP/SD/DF/RF/BC/DC/KW/HW/LK/LW Let's step outside Lau! B.O.L. Holly/never lose touch Bon College, stone, Horseneck, Camp 85... Been to be wild! Good luck Paul. Later B-R... It's finally over Ma -- L.Y.

Kathy Lynn Welburn
142 Rowaney Pl. (B)
F.H.12/Cheers 14/V.P.2/S.Concl 1/B4 Great ole times w/ Bumps & gang. Pachecos & crew. Class '86. @ Stoney Rd. Cl. Banks, & the pins... SWAMP 85... Led Zep... AC/DC Skyward, Aera... SUMJAMS w/ Deb-- The Best of Times 4 & 5 w/ Lyn & Jo... The Zoo Crew... Thanks TTWTY, LY -- DB/HW/SD/ CW/LT/JW/TO/SS/CB/M-Man... The Art Dept./& M & J... LY Tom... TOGETHER WE STAND DIVIDED WE FALL...

Thomas Welby
Tom
63 High St. (B)
Baseball 1, 3, 4 Basketball 2, 1 Good Times with GF SD, Mi, TM, TM, KM, RR, JN, JC, RT, SN, and ESP. CP, Party's in Boston w/SD, CP, ML, KM Prisco '87 Breakfast with CP, NHWTB, Summer of '86 with Kim, AD, MT, LP Mist ya Kev Good Luck Katie M. IWNY McK Fam. Good Luck Steve Thnx MOM & DAD Love Ya.

Heather White
"Rainbow"
899 Summer Street (B)
Best of times with BS, JC, KM, GS, GW, KL, KB, VB, KC... Boston 1/15/88... Nip with KO, CR, VZ... Junior Lounge... Skating... Rob 11/28/87... Look at the Bird... I made it the 1st time... Thnx mom, I Love You.

Michelle White
899 Auburn (B)
Class of '88

Mrs. McLruire, you were one heck of an influence on me (English II) and I had a blast working on the paper (Sports Editor) keep on teachin' and don't forget the good times at the New England Whaling Museum. Love!

Veronica Marie Zanelato
Vern
65 Laurel St. (B)
381 Tennis 1 — 3 P.Lang 4
Points 2, 3, 4 Cpt — "The Clan"
DC '87 — McDy — Bon Jovi
7STC Junior Miss '87 — Sat AM
prac. — Santa Domingo '88 — ihlg
— JW The "P" word — TW never assume Proms. "You might think I'm crazy but I'm serious!"

FAITH — GF TW K.C. LW JS, W, ER modeling — Jay — you'll always be special to me! Thans Mom & Dad! GL — Georgie

Priscilla A. Zutaut
241 South Street (B)
FH 1 — 3, Trk 1, BB 1 — Bomber
10 Honks?? — Special Friends
— MS, SS, LA, PE, JW, JK, RL, MB, PB, KS — Jr Prom — thanks CB
Good Luck Jason & Altea Nov. 23, Bleacher Bound — Summer of '87 — What new Jacket?? Machele's House — Always #10!!!
Iceland '86 Bye FC & YC
Thanks B + CZ, J + DS, J + GP
Thanks Mary!!! Thank you Mom & Dad — I Love You —. Later B-R!!!!
a touch of CLASS in underclass

your favorite too people in your 5th period english class! always green
Class of '89

Dacia Alden
Stephanie Alley
Robert Almeida
Timothy Almeida
Jon Baake
Jennifer Banks

Scott Baran
Ronald Barry
Sherry Baptista
Brian Barthel
Tina Bassett
Shelley Bates

Eileen Barista
Scott Beal
William Beatty
Cynthia Berry
Brian Beutrel
Ernest Bezanson

Brian Bicknell
David Boutette
Glenn Boutilier
Rhonda Bowling
Tracey Brenza
James Brow

Loei Brown
James Buck
Pamela Buckingham
Edward Ballio
Dawn Burns
Dana Burcon

Jeffrey Cabral
Kimberly Cabral
Madelyn Callaghan
Eric Campbell
Charles Cannon
Lauren Canter

Kim Cardinal
Kerri Casciato
Joseph Casella
Jennifer Cedrone
Kevin Chouinard
Eric Christianson

Anders Christensen
Timothy Clark
Jeffrey Cloutier
Lisa Cobb
Tina Coe
Brian Colburn
Sean Corbett
Derrick Costa
John Cronin
Shannon Crowninshield
Joanne Cruz
Clinton Dale

Sandra Daly
Richard DaSilva
William Day
Jeanna DeSolio
James Denton
Leah Derbyshire

Jason DeSisto
Scott Dolan
Thomas Donovan
Cheryl Downer
Nicole E. Downing
Paul Doyon

Kari Ducott
Tammy Drysdale
Jameson Dugdale
Karen Drulo
Karen Early
Laura Edelstein

Jason Ellis
Katherine Enos
David Erickson
Sandra Fana
Renee Fazio
Donna Fee

Paula Fee
Blake Feeney
Christopher Fenton
William Feroli
Lisa Ferrari

Sandy Derreira
Maria Ferro
Aaron Figueredo
Christopher Fisher
Donna Fitzgerald
Kirk Fitzsimmons

Cassandra Flaherty
Shawn Flaherty
Charity Flynn
Shannon Flynn
Matthew Forsyth
Class of '89

Kimberly Fox
Donna Fulmore
Becky Gadsby
Kelly Gallagher
Kristen Gallagher
Thomas Gallivan

Timothy Gavin
Elizabeth Gentile
Barry Gershman
Charles Gheffy
Derek Damier
Leonard Golin

Michael Grady
Thomas Gray
Lynda Green
Stacie Gorowski
Chris Harmon
James Harrison

Denise Hartley
Timothy Harty
John Macleod Heger
Eric Henderson
Kurt Holloway
Robert Howard

April Hughes
Catherine Hutchinson
Tiffany Hutson
Patricia Innocenzi
Timothy Jackson
Julie Jardim

Gail Johnson
Gretchen Johnson
Keirsten Johnston
Christian Jolicoeur
Joanne Jones
Themie Karavites

Brian Keaney
Thomas Keaney
John Kent
J. Scott Kidd
Lorna King
Traci Kirker

Matthew Kish
Eric Kluchko
Warun Kumar
Tracy Labonte
Elizabeth LaGrasta
Kendall Landry
Class of '89

Lynn O'Donnell
Edward O'Donoghue
Cynthia Oldfield
George Olivera
Dana Olsen
Joseph Ouellette

Lori Ouellette
Timothy Owen
Tina Pacheco
Michael Pagels
Robert Pazu
Michelle Patolin

Adele Pelton
Mark Perdiago
Stephanie Perry
Melissa Peter
Kimberly Phillip
Rheba Phillips

Todd Pilling
Joey Pimental
Timothy Priest
Mike Pignano
Edward Querzoli
Michael Ralli

Jill Raphael
Robert Rapp
Filippo Rea
Cheri Rice
Rebecca Rich
Stephen Richard

Paul Richards
William Rivers
Christopher Robak
Rachel Roberts
Gregg Rogers
Ronald Rossi

Darcy Ruskiewicz
Amy Ryan
Birdie Ryan
Regina Saccocia
Matthew Sale
Tara Santoro

Melanie Santos
Jon Sarno
Susan Scolaro
Keri Seringa
Julie Sergio
David Shaw
Class of ’90

Joy Marie Abbott
Robert Abreau
Anthony Adraneda
Amy Aho
L. Alexandrian
Jeffrey Allen

Jennifer Amaral
Robert Anacki
Rebecca Arnborg
Erie Athanasio
Keith Balzarini
Lisa Barlow

Mark Barry
Robin Barry
Lionel Bella
Scott Bean
Edwin Benton
Stacy Bergman

Brett Bernier
Aleta Bezanson
Jennifer Bicknell
Jeff Bisio
Rachel Bonjokian
Melissa Bramlett

Kevin Brennan
Jennifer Bridgewood
Thais Brodeur
Melanie Brouthers
Gregory Brown
Jennifer Brown

Patti Buck
Julia Bumpus
James Bunker
Kimberly Burrill
Gregory Burstein
Greg Cabral

Paula Cabral
Thomas Cady
Robert Calusdian
David Candito
Jonathan Carlson
Matthew Carroll

Laura Casey
Amy Chang
Adam Chace
Dennis Chaves
Michelle Choinuard
Christopher Cobbett
Class of '90

Jason Hammond
Nicole Handricken
Karen Harris
Robert Hart
Susan Heaslip
Christopher Hebert

Kevin Hellmuth
Michael Hellwege
Arthur Henderson
James Hennessey
William Hewitson
Jonathan Hickey

Marilyn Hile
Mary Hinko
Eric Hoffman
Craig Holloway
Jennifer Holmes
Mark Homer

John Holt
Kevin Horan
Michael Howell
Erik G. Jacobs
Derek Jenesky
Karen Jenkins

Brenda Johnson
Kimberly Johnson
Jeffrey Jones
Sonya Jones
Nancy Keane
James Keay

Lisa Kelley
Debbie Kent
Sharon Kingsley
Kerrie Kneeland
Candida Knight
Adrienne Kravitz

Renee Ladouceur
Tracie LaForest
Jon Latham
David LaVarnway
Michael Lawson
Keri Learned

Steven LeBlanc
Tracy Ledin
Kattina Lehtola
Jeff Lepine
Sury Lima
Linn Livesey
Tiffany Lockhard
Tracie Long
Derek Low
Kimberly Lucius
Patricia Lynn
Beth MacKay

Susan MacKay
Melissa Mailloux
Jonathan Majkut
Mark Major
Michelle Malaspino
Kara Mallory

Donna Maloney
Sean Maloney
Joseph March
Jason Marcy
Lynne Marinelli
Lisa Mariko

Mary McDonough
Ganny McElroy
Daniel McGovern
John McKenzie
Chad McMahon
Jennifer Mead

John Medeiros
Merrie Medeiros
Chris Michael
Eric Montague
Deanne Moore
Peter Moquin

Megan Moran
Kristen Morast
Robin Morris
Lori Ann Moruzzi
David Morwick
Matthew Mullen

Melissa Morby
Morghan Murphy
Willie Murphy
Scott Myers
Pauline Nassif
Christine Olsen

Bridgette Ornellas
John Owen
Jessica Parsons
Karen Peabody
Christine Penacho
Dianna Peters
Class of '90

John Pierson
Kristi Pimental
Gregg Podalsky
Deborah Podson
Sean Poliseno
Ronny Proctor

Jennifer Prophett
John Pupek
Victor Rice
Angela Rich
Heather Rico
Bruce Reid

Gary Rioux
Gregg Rivers
Cynthia Robbins
Dale Roberts
Scott Robicheau
Renee Rogers

Charlie Rose
Lori Rosenfield
Roxanne Ross
Gregg Rucker
Heather Rudadou
Christine Russo

Julie Saccocia
Tom Sanford
David Santilli
Nicole Santoro
Martin Scannell
Brian Scott

Brian Shaw
Todd Shearstone
Stephanie Sheely
Diane Sherman
Debra Silva
Michael Skogstrom

Brett Slater
Christopher Smith
Elizabeth Smith
Namoi Smith
Jennifer Sniger
Elizabette Soares

Kevin Soucie
Suzanne Stefano
Brian Sullivan
Kimberly Sweetman
Nicole Tavares
Mark Taylor
a touch of
CLASS
IN MEMORIES
The traditional Miss Regional Dance was held November 20, 1987. Everyone came dressed to kill, and ready to party. Miss Regional and her court was announced by Lynne Turner, the Senior Class President. The court was: Amy Sprague, Jennifer Court, Kim Gracia and Beth Bauer. ERIN DONOVAN was crowned Miss Regional for the class of 1988.
This year 13 Bridgewater-Raynham senior girls participated in the annual Capeway/Greater Bridgewater Junior Miss scholarship pageant. Unlike most pageants, Junior Miss is not a beauty contest. The girls were judged in the following five categories: judges interview, physical fitness, academic achievement, creative and performing arts, and poise and appearance. Representing Bridgewater-Raynham were Kathy Furlong, Jenine Freni, Laura Gustafson, Kim Jenson, Allison King, Diane Piemonte, Allison Rapp, Jennifer Saccocia, Michelle Sellstone, Stephanie Stanley, Amy Sprague, Stephanie Valarelli, and Veronica Zanellato. Out of these talented girls, Jennifer Saccocia was named second runner-up, Jenine Freni first runner-up. Laura Gustafson was crowned the winner, Kim Jenson received an award for academic achievement, and Stephanie Valarelli was voted "most spirited" by the contestants. Congratulations to all!
As with past years, Senior Christmas Party 1987 was a huge success. The DJ cranked out song after song for the two-hour party in the dining room. As usual, the seniors arrived in costumes ranging from various foodstuffs to beach bums to favorite cartoon characters. Jennifer Hambly won a prize for her Gumby outfit while Mark Medeiros received one for his baby costume. A lot of people showed up and they all had a blast.
Junior Prom

Last May, the Class of 1988 held their Junior Prom at the Canoe Club in W. Bridgewater. The theme song was "Wonderful Tonight" by Eric Clapton and was provided by a D.J. Jenine Freni was prom queen. Between the dancing, the food, the music, and the good company of our classmates, the prom was successful and will remain one of the best memories of our high school years.
Thanksgiving Rally

The Thanksgiving Rally is famous for being loud, exhilarating, and fun. This year was no exception.

The fun started as the band played various familiar tunes that began the ceremony. The pom squad, flag squad, cheerleaders, and even the football players performed entertaining routines that encouraged the crowds to cheer even louder! The yelling, screaming, and chanting of the four classes reached an ear-shattering level.

School spirit was also displayed by the decorations that plastered the gym walls. The yearly competition of picking the class with the best and most creative decorations had a surprising outcome. The Juniors and Sophomores tied for first place, while the Seniors came in third, and the Freshmen ended up in fourth place.

Because everyone at the rally showed great school spirit, this year's rally was just as loud, as exhilarating, and as much fun as the Thanksgiving rally is famous for being.
GOODBYE, MY FRIEND

Goodbye, My friend
Goodbye until then.
Farewell until
We meet again.
It may be soon,
It may be late.
For us it's always
Worth the wait.
I'll miss our private
Conversations,
Quiet thoughts and
Inspirations.
All the times
We laughed and cried,
All the warmth
We felt inside.
Let's keep in touch
In our way.
Let's share our dreams
Another day.
Let's never lose
The things we've shared.
Let's part as friends
Who've loved and cared.

KEVIN M. McKENNEY
Dedication

Mr. Steve Sarantopoulos

This year marks Mr. Sarantopoulos' twentieth year as a teacher and a coach. As the boys' varsity basketball coach, he has won the only OCL championship since the regional was started. He also serves as an assistant track coach holding 160 wins, along with the first OCL track championship ever attained by the school. More affectionately known as "Sara" to his students as well as colleagues, he exhibits a personality which is totally unique and equally appealing. His zeal and understanding illustrates Sara's sincerity to make the classroom experience a more enjoyable one. Above being a teacher, he serves his students as a friend, interested in their future, but not overburdening. He graduated from Providence College in 1967 and obtained a Masters Degree from Bridgewater State in his postgraduate studies. He now teaches Social Studies as well as History and POD. It takes more than knowledge to convey classroom material; it takes a willingness to be open and personable. And the mentioning of "SARA" seems to represent it all.

Mr. Gene Munson

A veteran teacher of seventeen years, Mr. Munson has been involved in both the sciences as well as math. Currently he deals in physics and teaches with a sense of humor. Before enrolling in the Air Force, Mr. Munson attended the University of California as well as the University of Wyoming where he received a Bachelor of Science degree as well as a master of science. He also trained in Mechanical engineering and pilot & aerospace engineer. He revels in Isaac Newton jokes and kids about how chocolate chip cookies thicken hair. This outlook on life displays his eternal optimism and satisfaction from getting the most out of life. As a teacher, he is sensitive and enjoys the company of youth. He has a daughter as well as a grandchild whom he is currently enjoying. He keeps busy playing Bridge and golf and keeping abreast of current findings in the realm of physical science.
a touch of
CLASS
In Sports
Cheering

This year the B-R cheerleading team was coached by Leslie Buron and Heather Ritchie and led by Captains Jennifer Court and Michelle Tetreault. The girls did a great job providing enthusiasm throughout the Trojan's successful season. They did a splendid job at the pep rally and will be competing their talent in the New England National Cheerleading Competition and in another competition in February. Good luck, girls!
Boys’ Golf

The record this year for the golf team was 9-3. The overall record was 11-3. In the all-league meet, John Reilly, a senior was rated number one in the Old Colony League Division. The team missed number one by one stroke. Marshfield had 246 and BR finished with 247. Steve Tuholski, also a senior, finished fifth in the league.

The team had a great season. Good luck Sean Turner, next year’s elected captain and his teammates.
Football

This year's Junior dominated team was not expected to do very well, but surprised everyone by being co-champs along with Wey- mouth North for the O.C.L. crown. Led by Senior Tri-Captains Chris Moscardelli, Mike Gallagher, and Mark Medeiros and senior starter Erik Maltby they finished with a record of 6-3-1 and 6-1-1 in O.C.L. play and brought back a third consecutive O.C.L. title. Juniors who contributed were Ted Querzoli, Dave Shaw, Mike Mirka, E.J. O'Donoghue, and Dana Buron. Next year's team promises to be one of the best ever.
BOYS' SOCCER

Although this year's soccer team did not win the O.C.L. title. They posted a record of 9-7-1. They had a lot of talent, but lost many close games. They were led by senior co-captains Brian Burke and Bobby Murray. Others seniors were Ted Fallo, Paul Sheridan, Paul Murphy, Mike Boucher and Rob Catino. Next year's team hopes to be a promising one to win the state title.

The 1987 girls' soccer team has been referred to as one of the best teams ever to play for B-R. They won their second consecutive OCL title and played in their second straight Eastern Mass. South Sectional championship.

The defense was the key to the season this year. The Trojan team was led by standout sweeper and co-captain, Laurie Jones, who was also chosen as B-R's only member on the Eastern Mass. All Star Team. Other key defensive players were co-captains Laura Gustafson and Liz Wynn and Junior Jenny Cedrone. This defense kept opposing teams frustrated to get at exceptional sophomore keeper Jennifer Mead.

B-R's scoring threats came from a strong offense led by juniors Keri Seringa, Tiffany Hutson, and Stacie Gutowski. Other strong offensive players were seniors Karen Merritt and Sue Quinn and juniors Cheryl Tebou and Laura Stewart.

The overall field performance of the team was backboned by the midfield, which was made up of senior co-captain Sheila Freeman, junior Charity Flynn, and sophomores Kirsten Eckman and Kristen Mostast.

Next year's team will have to work twice as hard to keep their OCL Title. If they possess the same determination that this year's team had, they should remain a very strong competitor in Division I girls' soccer next year.

The 1987 team will always be remembered as an underdog and one that accomplished more than was expected. For this they would like to thank those who followed them during the season and to the senior members, who will be sorely missed.
Girls' Field Hockey

The B-R field hockey team ended their season with a record of four wins, ten losses, and four ties. Six of the team’s losses were by only one goal.

The team was led by senior captains Tiffany Hill and Tina Ortelt. Other seniors were Kate Plante, Michelle Sellstone, Amy Sprague, Stephanie Stanley, and Linette Villegas. Tiffany Hill and Linette Villegas made the All Star team and Stephanie Stanley was chosen for All League. Juniors playing a key role were All-Star goalie Cheri Rice and All-League halfback Cathy Hutchinson. The team greatly appreciated the hard working managers Kim Hellmuth, Laurie LaFrance, Tracy Rubadou, and Kim Smith.

The prospects are bright for next year’s team. Returning to the varsity will be seven juniors and two sophomores. In addition, coach Joan Casabian will welcome players from the J.V. team which had an outstanding record of 9-1-5.


Third row: Mrs. Casabian, N. Favaris, K. Johnston, A. Clarge, A. Dedevet, K. Kranitz, R. Ladouceur, A. Donohue, K. Lucian, K. Peabody, M. Mailwood, L. Barlow, P. Lynn, V. Villegas, P. Jalbert, Mrs. Saino

The boys' Cross Country team enjoyed a season of personal triumphs led by captains Dale Harris, Mike Washburn, and Mike Moran. The season was filled with many non-league victories and statewide competitions in which Washburn and Harris received notable recognition. Aspiring runners Mark Homer, Jim Lemanski, Brian Nichols and Mike Phillips also set individual precedents this fall. The efforts of Ropoza, St. Jermaine, Souza, Beers, Donovan, and Moriello also contributed substantially to the team's effort. — A special thanks to coach Jennings for his encouragement.
Girls' Cross Country Team

Finishing twelfth in the state, the girls' cross country team had one of their finest seasons. Led by junior Tammy Drysdale and freshman Christina Brown, the girls finished their season with a record of six wins and two losses, putting them third in the OCL. Coming in for B-R was Samantha Bennett, another reliable freshman. Christina placed eighteenth in the South Shore League Principal's Meet and Tammy placed twenty-third again out of two hundred girls. Both ran well in the state meets, and both received medals as State Coaches' Meet. Although she ran well, Bennett just missed getting a medal. The team captain Lori Brown also had a very good season running strong in the dual and state meets. Another strong runner, Hillary Gregg, showed her stuff in the Eastern Session Meet coming in fourth for the B-R girls. Also contributing to the girls' fine season were Allison Willis, Dianne Martin, and Nika Bolware. Christina was named an OCL All-Star, where she just missed becoming one by one point. She was given an honorable mention along with Samantha, Lori, and Allison.
WRESTLING

1988 was the year to rebuild for the varsity wrestling team. Led by seniors Paul Doherty, Donny Sweetman, and Jim Cady, the team had many victories that kept the crowd alive and a few tough defeats that came down to the wire. Team members consisted of the young and inexperienced as well as the veteran juniors and seniors. Some outstanding wrestlers were Paul Doherty, Rob Panza, Sean Corbett, and Ted Querzoli.

Coaches Stan Holmes and Jim Jolly see a bright and interesting future for the team in years to come.
Hampered early in the season by the loss of senior point-guard Kevin McKenney, the 1987-88 Varsity basketball season did not turn out as well as expected for the Bridgewater-Raynham Trojans despite the efforts of the team and coaches Sarantopoulos and Fisher. The starting line-up consisted of five seniors. Ken Bollin and co-captain Jim Tebou commanded both the offensive and defensive boards and proved that they could both take the ball strong to the hoop. While other co-captain Chris Moscardelli, Dale Harris and newcomer Warren Dowdle provided dependable outside shooting as well as quick moves up and down the court. Seniors Shawn Campbell and Mark Lucius provided help inside while Rob Ready and Brian Meany added some depth to the Trojans' back-court. Returning next year will be Andy McCormack and Bla Feeney who intimidated opposing teams with their size, speed, and overall ability. Other juniors returning next year are K. Fitzsimmons and John Baacke who provided good outside shooting off the bench.

The Trojans' J. V. team had an excellent season under Coach Fisher and are looking forward to next year. The team had a tough time in the first half of the season but bounced back and won six of their last eight games led by the defensive play of Ryan Donovan and the outside shooting of Steve Colford, Rob Martin, and John Baacke. Much of the scoring was done by Brian Bicknell, Jason Hagloff, Jeff Bisio, and Greg Burstein who also did most of the rebounding. Also contributing were John Hickey, Dan McGovern, Evan Zides, Monte Velardi, Chris Corbett, Jim Forsberg, and Paul Richards.
The girls basketball team had another successful season. They finished with an impressive 18-1 regular season record, winning the Old Colony League for the second straight year. The girls once again qualified for state tournament play.

The key to this year's strong performance was a stunning fast break and balanced scoring from senior co-captain Sue Quinn, junior co-capt Cheryl Tebou, and sophomores Kristen Morast, Kirsten Eckman, and Jennifer Mead.

The team is looking forward to another successful season next year. Returning in the 88-89 season will be juniors Keri Serubga, Laura Stewart, Jenny Cedrone, Madelyn Callaghan, and Rheba Phillips. Also returning next year will be sophomore Kristin Cunningham.
ICE HOCKEY

Despite a disappointing record the B-R ice hockey team managed to gain the respect of teams around the Old Colony League. In past years the games were mostly one sided in favor of the other teams but this year the team was able to skate with and in some instances outskate the opponents even in losing causes. The team was led by the first line consisting of seniors Chris Marchionni, and Old Colony League All-Stars Rob Gallagher, Matt Minccone, and Rick Bellew. This line scored most of the goals and kept the team in the game up to the final buzzer. With the experience gained by the younger players this year the B-R hockey team should be able to look forward to better seasons in the near future.
The boys winter track team finished their season with a fourth place finish in the Old Colony League meet, held at Taunton Field House. Though the team experienced a rather large amount of exceptionally close defeats, most occurring within only one or two points, the season proved worthwhile for a certain few. Captains Mike Washburn and Jim Streeto both had superb performances and ended up attending the state meet held at Harvard University at the end of the season. Mike also enjoyed a winter of B-R record breaking in the one mile run. Dan Huot, Todd Pilling, Jim Streeto, Dana Buron, Jim Brow, Chris Ghelfi, and Chris Kelly all contributed to the team by running extremely well in the 1000 and under. Mike Washburn, Mike Moran, Mike Phillips, Mark Homer, Gregg Rivers, Shawn Moran, and Tony Ropoza attained team points in the one and two mile run. Rich Leach, Mike Mirka, and Paul Doyan all threw well in the shot-put and Sean Swan and Paul Finny had some of their best times in the 50 yard hurdles. Scott Win- nail, Dan Huot, and Brian Barthel each showed that persistence is an essential factor while doing the high jump. In all, many fine performances were exhibited this winter, proving that B-R is still a competitor to be dealt with.

The 1987-88 girls' winter track team finished their season with its best record ever (4-2 O.C.L.), under the direction of coach Mrs. Wheaton. This was due to many talented returning members and the addition of new members.

Five members of the team went to the Freshmen/Sophomore Auerbach Developmental Meet held at M. I. T. Those participating were: Christina Brown (mile), Amy Michael (shot put), Kelly Jones (mile), Holly Ferris (300 yd. run), and Lisa Rose (300 yd. run). All five performed very well.

Several members of the team participated in the Indoor Track State Relays held at Boston University. The shot put relay team consisted of Amy Michael, Christina Brown, and Holly Ferris. The sprint medley team of Tammy Drysdale, Christina Brown, Holly Ferris, and Kristin Worcester placed third in their heat, while the 4 x 200 yd. relay team of Lisa Rose, Amy Michael, Jen Wasti, and Kelly Jones placed fourth in their heat.

Liz Wynn, Tammy Drysdale, Tiffiny Hut- son, and Christina Brown all qualified for the State Indoor Track meet held at Harvard University. Liz placed sixth overall in the high jump; Tammy placed eighth overall in the 1,000 yd. run; Christina Brown won her heat of the mile run and placed eighth overall; and Tiffany placed fifth overall in the 50 yd. dash and she advanced to the All-State Meet.
Girls' Softball

The girls' softball team improved their record from five wins eleven losses to nine wins nine losses. The girls have great expectations for this year's team and are anxious to overtake Taunton for the OCL division title. Though the team lost Kim Brown as starting pitcher, Keri Seringa looks like a promising replacement and confident starter. Captains Sue Quinn, Kelly Stevens, and Tina Murray will be leading this year's team as well as reigning as possible all-league material. Terri Stewart will start as the team's most prized outfielder. Last year's All-Stars Cheryl Teboul will start at first base and Tina Murray at third. Sue Quinn will dominate the short-stop position and Kelly Stevens is reckoned to have a great year as the Trojan ladies' catcher. Whatever the outcome, the team will be looking good in their new uniforms.

Sitting (left to right): J. Swanson, K. Moore
The Trojans had a good season in their '87 campaign, ending with a 13-7 record. The Trojans, gifted with great talent, were favored to win the OCL and possibly a division 1 State Title. Even though it was a good season, the team did not accomplish all of its goals. B-R lost a few league games early which put them out of the OCL Championship, but they qualified for state tournament play. The Trojans beat Plymouth-Carver in the first round of the states 3-2. They were then beat by Natick 9-5 and were eliminated.

The Trojans graduated many players last season and some big stars. However, Coach Holmes is optimistic about this year as the team returns with veteran players: Brian Grienier and Chris Lentini both of whom had excellent seasons. Andy McCormack and Blake Feeney received All-Scholastic awards while four-year team captain Scott Blake was named to the Jr. Olympic team, All-State and given other prestigious awards. The late Kevin McKenny served three dedicated and incredible years, two of them as a member of the Varsity squad.

When asked how the team will do this season, Coach Holmes said, "We don't have the talent that we had last year, but we have some hard workers — we'll see what happens this year." Other senior members of the team are: Lucius, Heath, Meaney, Donovan and Gillis.
TRACK

The boys' track team yielded a variety of top-placing athletes like Mike Gallagher in the triple and 100, Chris Moscardelli in the triple, Dale Harris in the long, Mike Washburn in the mile and Rob Doulette in the 110 relay and the 100. The team was anchored by a large weight crew who performed consistently throughout the season. Shawn Flaherty, Clint Dale, Dave Shaw, and Rich Leach all placed well in their events and promise to become a dominating factor in seasons to come. This year's team did well with a surprising number of close meets and near record-setting, especially by Gallagher. Next year's team looks promising with a variety of substantial components arising.
The 1987 Girls' Track Team had a pretty successful year. The relay team of Katherine Downs, Traci Stafford, and Tiffany Hutson was undefeated! The girls hope to do as well in '88.

Last year's senior students were: Melissa Poirier, Diana O'Donoghue, Kelli Turner, Jen Cain, and Jen Booth. The team's standouts from this year's senior class were: Traci Stafford in the high jump, long jump, 100 yard dash, and the 4 x 10 relay; Katherine Downs in the high jump, 100 yard hurdles, and the 4 x 10 relay; and Liz Wynn in the triple jump, high jump, and the mile. Karen Merritt did a fine job in the 4 x 1 mile relay and other events. Junior Tiffany Hutson contributed a great deal to the team, setting a record in the 100 yard dash.

The team expects to have won the OCL title in '88!
Girls' Tennis

The girls' tennis team, headed by coach Nawlicki and assistant coach Robbins, had a successful 1987 season. Ending the regular season with a record of 10 wins and 5 losses, the team qualified for the State Tournament for the second consecutive year. The girls made an impressive advance into the second round of the tournament through great team effort.
Boys’ Tennis

The 1987 boys’ tennis team finished the season with a successful 11-5 record. Led by captains John Reilly and Jim D’Andrea, players seeing varsity action included John Bunar, Paul Richards, Warren Kumar, Jason Ellis, Chris Lynch, Rob Rapp, Chris Leal, Jeff Ladouceur, and Sean Campbell.

For the second straight year, last spring’s team qualified for the Mass state tournament. With only one graduating senior (Bunar), and several key players on the rise, Coach Pimental expects that this year’s team will be strong contenders in the OCL.
GYMNASTICS

The 1987-88 Gymnastics Team once again proved to be one of the top competitors in the Old Colony League. Led by Coach Bill Pacheco and assistant coach Shelley Courtemanche, the gymnastics team finished second place overall for the third consecutive year.

B-R’s top all-around gymnasts this year were Teri Lemon and co-captain Tina Pacheco. Consistently placing with strong scores on all four events, the two juniors were among the best gymnasts in the OCL and in the state.

Other gymnasts who contributed regularly to the varsity team this year were senior co-captain Diane McLaughlin on bars, beam, and floor; sophomores Kerrie Kneeland on bars and beam, Debbie Silva on vault; and Jen Sniger on bars and floor; and freshmen Becky Jackson on vault, beam, and floor, and Billy Pacheco on vault, bars, and floor.

Other gymnasts who competed on varsity during the season were Debbie Chase, Lori Ouellette, Jen Holmes, Sonya Jones, Merrie Medeiros, Janel Anania, Amy Hanson, Earl Marsh, and Danielle Piquette. With a strong returning varsity team, a large junior varsity team, and some promising upcoming freshmen, the gymnastics team hopes to capture the OCL Championship next year.
World Affairs Club Travels To The United Nations

By LAUREL JACKSON

Wednesday, Dec. 2, forty-two members of the World Affairs Club, along with advisor Mr. Reilly and chaperone Sally Reed, embarked on a day trip to the United Nations in New York City.

Upon arrival at the U.N., the group was split in two and was escorted through the building by tour guides. The guides explained the U.N.’s structure and purpose, its member countries, and the organization’s many diverse agencies.

Later the two groups met and attended a briefing with a representative from the German Democratic Republic. The meeting was especially beneficial because the club will represent East Germany at the Harvard Model U.N. this month. Through the meeting, the members of the group were better able to understand many of the country’s policies.

Next the lights went out and a film entitled “In the Minds of Men” was shown. The film dealt with the controversial issue of global disarmament. Its stark truth left many students disturbed about the issue.

Everyone seemed to have a good time on the trip. Was impossible for anyone to get away without learning something.
a touch of CLASS

in Activities
National Honor Society


Student Advisory Board

Sitting (left to right): M. Santos, A. Ryan, L. Wynn, T. Coe, B. Feeney. Advisor — Mr. O’Donoghue.
Student Council

Future Teachers of America
FLAG SQUAD


Majorettes

M. Lynch (capts.), C. Berry, G. Breeman.
Pom Squad


Weightlifting Club

Science Club

Left to right: J. Cordeiro, Mr. Scarano — Advisor, C. Chiocca, J. Medeiros.

Math Team

Foreign Language Club


Photography Club

Front row (L. to r.): G. Spears, G. Carvalho. Second row: Miss Gregoire (advisor), L. Edelstein, J. Ferreira.
BAND

The Bridgewater-Raynham Band had another successful year under the direction of Mr. Paul Peterson and Mr. James Voto.

During the fall the Marching Band not only performed at football games but also in various parades. This year the band performed in the Tri-Town Veterans' Day Parade, the Taunton Christmas Parade, the St. Patrick's Day Parade, and the Memorial Day Parade. They also were in the Abington Band Jamboree where they were evaluated on their performance.

Seniors Tom Booth, Joanna Campbell, Kim Doucette, David Johnson, Wirc Kingsley, Matthew Podzon, Patrick Sullivan, and Christine Tufts were a major part in the performances of the Marching Band this year. Some seniors were appointed to leadership positions which were designed to try to keep the rest of the band in line. The positions and the seniors who held them were Kevin Alvarnaz as Performing Drum Major, Christopher Clapp as Drill Sergeant, and Jennifer Hart as Drum Major. During the marching season they played a very big part in performances. They taught the band their halftime shows and helped them on their pep music that was used in the games to cheer the football team on.

When the marching season ended, the concert season began, and the band members started to concentrate on their playing talents even more. Three students this year did exceptionally well and were chosen to play in the South Eastern District concert. They were junior Katie Swarce and seniors Kevin Alvarnaz and Christine Tufts. Besides District there was a S. E. M. S. B. A. concert that this year was held here at B-R on March 18, 19, and 20. Many students from the band tried out for positions.

Besides these special concerts, the full band held their own highly successful concerts. They performed a Christmas Concert at B-R, another at the Bridgewater Library, and a "Pops" Spring Concert in the gym.

Last year the band was rewarded with a trip to Washington, D. C. during the weekend of May 1, 2, and 3. The band performed at the U. S. Capitol and at the Post Office Pavillion. While they were in Washington, the band went to watch the U. S. Marine Marching Band to get some tips and ideas for this year's season.


COMPUTER CLUB

Sitting (L to R): J. Murphy, Mrs. Simas
Standing (L to R): F. Koslowsky, S. Higginbotham, J. Thorn, D. Friedman

UNITAS

First Row (L to R): J. Hall, K. Welburn, T. Karaveties, M. Moran
Third Row: K. Doucette, C. Tufts, K. Suplee, L. Ploude
THE REGIONAL SOUND

Poems
by
Amy Irving

The Hours

I’m Sorry.
I haven’t been around in a while,
but I haven’t had much to say.
I’ve been watching the hours pass
through the windows,
Life is much too short anyway.
There was only one thing
that kept me going, froze the time
That seems to have left me too.
I close my eyes, pray for it back
I am quiet; I listen for the angels,
I hear just a few.
They are children, beautiful and soft,
I ask what I may do.
They tell me it is gone forever
I am confused, and very frightened,
To the world, I am a coward.
But I have only surrendered
to the hours
Like so many heroes choose.
World Affairs Club


Ski Club
MOST INTELLECTUAL

Diane McLaughlin and John Reilly

ROWDIEST

Cheri Prisco and Brian Burke

MOST POPULAR

Bob Murray and Erin Donovan
MOST SPIRITED
Kim Gracia and Scott Blake

CLASS ARTIST
Tricia Mader and Dave Koutrouba

CLASS MUSICIAN
Tom Booth and Joanna Cambell
CLASS FLIRT

Jenine Freni and Eric Maltby

QUIETEST

Maureen Sullivan and Dave Hatha

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

Chris Moscardelli and Jill Farley
BEST LOOKING

Dean Crandall and Beth Bauer

MOST FUN TO BE WITH

Jim Beal and Cheryl Foote

BEST DRESSED

Ricky Cox and Allison King
MOST ATHLETIC

Mike Gallagher and Liz Wynn

BEST PERSONALITY

Jim D'Andrea and Jen Chase

CLASS CLOWN

Chris Kelly and Niki Belanger
CLASS COUPLE

Rob Gallagher and Jen Court

MOST TALKATIVE

Al Smith and Kim Jensen
Class Officers

Freshman officers: (L to R) Vice-President Inn, Secretary Quetzali. Missing from picture: President Bullog, Treasurer B. Helander.

Sophomore officers: President N. Santoro, Vice-President R. Donovan, Secretary C. Drysdale, Treasurer D. Moore.
Junior officers (L to R): Treasurer L. O'Donnell, Secretary T. Drysdale, Vice-President T. Karavites, President K. Fitzsimmons.

Senior officers: (L to R): President L. Turner, Vice-President K. Gracia, Secretary J. Blais, Treasurer C. Moscardelli.
SPONSORS

Frank R. Almeida
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Bagge
Maria Batista
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Bramlett
Sally Burke
Diane Buron
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Cordeiro
Paul Chouinard
Mr. & Mrs. James Campbell
Bette deKonig
Peter & Danielle Dorr
David & Susan L. Erickson
H. R. Heating & A/C
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Hill
Mrs. Paula J. Jackson
Roy Litzen
Paul & Mary Lucius
Dan & Donna McGovern
Mr. & Mrs. Lincoln Medeiros
Mr. & Mrs. D. Moran
Gene D. Munson
Paul F. Phaneuf
Mr. John Rice
J. Rotondo
Paul Roy
Sand Man Enterprises
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Seringa
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Shearstone
Sylvia Slater
Mrs. Sundberg
Betty Tormey
Elvia M. Thorn
Debbie & Bob Zukowski

PATRONS

Arthur Alden
Dr. & Mrs. Capemaros
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Casabian
Mr. & Mrs. Everett Chadwick, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Chase & family
The Classby Family
Bill & Sandra Donnelly
Mr. & Mrs. Francis Ferioli
Mr. & Mrs. Alvin Firmin
Mr. & Mrs. Fisher
Thomas H. Flanghedy
Mr. & Mrs. Roger M. Hall
Mr. James Harrington
Jim & Barbara Henault
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hutson
Mr. & Mrs. John G. Manganaro
Dr. & Mrs. Molyneaux Mathews, Jr.
Diane H. McGuire
Jim & Linda McMaboy
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas P. Moran
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Moscardelli
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. O'Donoghue
Maureen & Anthony Paparazzo
Mr. & Mrs. John B. Parker
Mr. & Mrs. Ed Porter
John, Johnny, & Mark Reilly
Dr. Sandra Robinson
Richard & Linda Scarano
Mrs. Karen Skurka
John & Betty Sprague
Mrs. Kathleen Swann
Barbara & Kenneth Swartz
Glen Wittaker's Mom
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Witherell
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Withrow
611 CENTER STREET
RAYNHAM, MA 02767
(617) 822-6563

STORE HOURS
MON. - FRI. (10 - 9)
SAT. (10 - 5:30)
SUN. (12 - 5)

ED’S BOXCAR
Specializing In:
MODEL RAILROADING
RAILROAD VIDEO RENTALS & SALES
DOLLHOUSES
DOLLHOUSE MINIATURES
R/C CARS & SUPPLIES
M.R. REPAIR SERVICE
DOLLHOUSE WIRING

COUNTRY BOUQUET
17 Central Sq.
Bridgewater, MA

Tel. 697-1000

Wishing you Luck,
Class of 88

BRIDGEWATER audio & VIDEO
For All Your Home Entertainment Needs
697-7161
CAMPUS PLAZA / ROUTE 18
BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324

BALLOONS & HELIUM CO.
MRS. HAPPY'S GIFT & BALLOON SHOP

TEL. 697-2540
PROFFETTY ELECTRICAL CO.
"Electrical Wiring of all Kinds"

74 Austin St.
Bridgewater, MA 02324

697-4687
Master License #A-7095

Peter R. Proffetty ... Owner

Miskinis

1000 Main Street
Bridgewater, Massachusetts 02324

Phone: 617-697-3113
617-580-0813
PAULA M. MYERS  
MANAGER

Travel By  
The Traveler  
Congratulations The  
Class of 88  
697-1475  
120 HIGH STREET  
BRIDGEWATER, MA 12324

Dorr's Stationery  
Store  
43 Central Sq.  
Bridgewater, Mass. 02324  
697-2433 — 697-2483

Good luck,  
Class of '88!

SUPERIOR  
AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALISTS, INC.  
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR & ELECTRONIC ALIGNMENTS  
567 MAIN ST., RT. 28  
BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324

COLLISION WORK • RUST PROOFING • CUSTOM PAINTING  
INSURANCE CLAIMS SETTLED FAST

D&E AUTOBODY  
347 MAIN ST.  
BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324  
DAVE ELLIS  
697-1883

GOTSHALK'S  
Since 1912

Congratulations  
Class of '88!

Yankee Clipper  
HAIRCUTTERS  
73 BROAD STREET  
BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324  
697-0005
Estabrook & Chamberlain Insurance Inc.

45 Main Street, P. O. Box 277
Bridgewater, MA 02324
(617) 697-6963
GOLD'S
GYM

For Men And Women

Route 44, Lakeville, MA
947-0096

A LICENSEE OF GOLD'S GYM ENT. INC.
Carol Daiker's Flowers
Designed Especially For You
63 MAIN STREET 697-9498
BRIDGEWATER, MA 02323
Good Luck
Class of 88!

Bridgewater Savings Bank
The Bank That Invests in You

COLLEGE PLANS?
We offer low-cost Student(HELP) and Parent(PLUS) loans. Call 697-6908 for more details or visit any of our conveniently located offices.

14 Main St., Bridgewater
12 W. Center St., W. Bridgewater
Middleboro Rotary, Middleboro

Compliments of
ACADEMY BOWL
60 Broad Street
Bridgewater, MA
Good Luck
Class of '88
Congratulations!

Good Luck in all that you do.

Class of ’88
Mrs. McGuire,

Thanks for helping me out in English this year. I enjoyed your class. Love,

Kristen Michaud
Mrs. Mattiace,

Thank you so much for being more than just a teacher. I wish I had had you for all four years. I hope you had a wonderful summer.

Sincerely,
Mike Washburn

Mrs. Mattiace,

After four years I can finally speak English. I'll never forget acting out the plays and going on the field trip.

Sincerely,
Laurie Jones

Mrs. Mattiace, my favorite teacher ever. You were always made class great.

Mrs. Mattiace, I couldn't have made it with out you, thank you for being not just a teacher, but a friend.

Lenny
Mrs. MacGuire,
I had a good time this year and I did learn something. I hope you have a successful session next year and good classes to work with.

Sincerely,
Michelle

Mrs. MacGuire,
I had a wonderful English this year! Your class was quite a bit of fun! I hope next year is better than ours!

Sincerely,
AGV

Mrs. MacGuire - I'm gonna miss writing poems for you, but it was a lot of fun. Wish journalism is back! Journalism again. will come visit. Love,
Cheri
Reisa